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ABSTRACT 
After almost thirty years of economic stagnation, China 
decided to adopt the "open-door" policy in the late 1970s and 
experimented market-driven economy. In order to accelerate 
economic reform, the Chinese government allowed the re-opening 
of securities markets. Many state-owned enterprises were 
converted into joint stock companies and listed in the stock 
exchanges. These companies became more accountable to the 
public. Domestic savings of the public were channelled into 
ambitious development projects. 
China's securities markets were further opened to foreign 
investors in 1992 when "B shares" were issued in Shanghai and 
Shenzhen. B shares were denominated in US currency and could 
only be traded by overseas investors through authorized brokers. 
By the end of March 1993, nineteen listed companies had issued 
B shares in China. 
The B shares market provided an "opportunity" to overseas 
investors to participate in China's fast growing economy. These 
listed companies were carefully selected by the central 




However, the B share market remained a "risk" because the 
market efficiency was low. There was no comprehensive securities 
laws and the market was regulated by powerful government 
officials. Foreign investors were unable to have a full grasp 
of market information because the accounting standards and 
reporting requirements were inadequate. The low liquidity of B 
shares also made them not very attractive to investors. 
The "opportunity" of China's B share market was outweighted 
by its "risk". 
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Scope of Study 
"B shares" refer to a special kind of shares which first 
appeared in the China stock market in 1992. They are also known 
I 
as special renminbi shares. Contrary to the ordinary "A shares" 
which are denominated in renminbi (yuan) and traded by PRC 
citizens, B shares are denominated in US dollar and reserved for 
foreign investors. 
B shares are traded in the two main securities markets in 
China, namely the Shanghai Securities Exchange (SSE) and Shenzhen 
Stock Exchange (SZSE). At the end of March 1993, nineteen 
publicly listed companies had issued B shares in the two 
exchanges. These nineteen companies have raised capital of a 
total amount of 975 million yuan, or approximately US$599 
million.1 
Despite its relatively short history, the B share market has 
attracted much attention of international investors. Many 
foreign investors see this as a good opportunity to participate 
in China's booming securities markets. They are attracted by the 
phenomenal economic growth in China in the past decade. The GDP 
1 Interview, Li Nan Fung, 6 March 1993. 
2 
growth in China in 1991 and 1992 were as high as 7 percent and 
12.8 percent respectively•1 
On the other hand, other foreign investors adopt a cautious 
approach towards the B share market. They believe that the 
market is risky, immature and unpredictable. The trading 
regulations are inadequate to protect the rights of shareholders. 
In addition, political hard—liners may re—gain power and revert 
to centrally-planned economy. 
The objective of this project is to examine whether the B 
share market is a risk or opportunity for foreign investors. 
This study collects materials from paper research and personal 
interviews with stock market officials and investment 
professionals. These materials cover various aspects of both the 
Shanghai and Shenzhen exchanges, including their history, market 
structure and efficiency, legal and regulatory frameworks and 
future development of B shares. This study takes a marco 
approach to examine the risk factors of the overall B share 
market it is neither to analyse the performance of individual 
stocks nor to make recoitmiendation to buy/sell any of these 
stocks. 
1 The editor, "Special Report on China B Shares", 
Jardine Fleming Securities Limited, March 1993. 
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Definition of T^ isk and Qpportuni t-y 
The terms "risk" and "opportunity" used here are in relative 
sense. A market with reasonable and acceptable level of risk is 
an "opportunity" for investor. On the other hand, a market with 
high risk or where the riskiness is difficult to assess is 
considered to be a "risk" for investor. 
Risks exist in every stock market but it does not mean that 
every market is a "risk" for investors. In an efficient market, 
stock prices are a good reflection of all available inforination. 
When people invest in stock, they, have sufficient data to work 
out the expected return and the possible deviation of the actual 
return from the expected return. Therefore, a market is 
considered to be an "opportunity" if it is relatively efficient 
and satisfies most of the following criteria: 
(1) There are comprehensive securities laws in place to 
give fair protection to all parties involved 
(2) Share prices are wholly or largely determined by 
activities of investors 
(3) Necessary information are constantly available to all 
traders, the market and listed compaies are highly 
transparent 
4 
(4) The stocks have high liquidity, shareholders and 
brokers do not have to shop around to get the best 
possible price.1 
To the contrary, a market is a "risk" to investors if 
(1) Laws and regulations are inadequate to protect the 
rights of parties concerned; 
(2) Share prices are not determined by trading activities, 
they are instead strongly influenced by other human 
factors, such as insider trade and administrative 
measures; the erratic price movements cannot be 
predicted or explained by analytical tools; 
(3) The market and the listed companies have low 
transparency, relevant information are not disclosed 
to the public in time, rumor or misleading information 
may lead to speculation and manipulation,-
(4) Trading is limited and there is little liquidity of 
stocks. 
Under such circumstances, investors would not have access 
to necessary information and there may exist many hidden risks. 
They have to face far too many uncertainties when they make 
decision. Although investors can be either risk—seeking or risk— 
neutral, the majority of them are risk-averse. 
1 Feinerman, James V. , "Legal and Economic Reform of 
China's Financial Markets : The Law and Policy behind 
the New Securities Exchanges", A Symposium on Legal 
Aspects of the Securities Markets in China, 2 June 
1992. 
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Generally speaking, mature markets like New York and Tokyo 
are less risky because the administrators have learned from 
experience to improve the operating system, past records and 
current information are available and investors are more 
rational. On the other hand, premature markets are more risky. 
However, if an infant market is relatively stable and developing 
along a right track, it would have good potential and it can 
still be an "opportunity" for investors. This project is not 
intended to compare the China B share market directly with those 
in the developed countries. It examines the B share market from 
the point of view of a risk-averse foreign investor to see if B 
share trading is a "risk" or "opportunity". 
Outline of Report 
The current chapter is to give an introduction and 
general outline of this project. Chapter Two describes the 
research methodology. Chapter Three states the development of 
the B share market in China. The following four chapters are 
each to examine one of the four major factors affecting the 
market efficiency, and thus the risk elements of the B share 
market. Chapter Four describes the effects of government 
interventions in the market Chapter Five discusses the listing 
procedures and the accounting standards; Chapter Six looks at the 
reporting requirements and information disclosure; and Chapter 
Seven examines the liquidity of B shares. After that. Chapter 
Eight looks into the future development of the market. Finally, 
based on the findings from the previous sections, Chapter Nine 
6 
summarises this project; investment opportunity in B share market 






Since the stock market in China is relatively young, there 
are very few systematic research studies in this area, especially 
on B shares. The first part of this project starts with 
reviewing the existing literatures regarding the development and 
background of the stock markets in China, including official 
publications by the Chinese government, books, periodicals and 
market analysis reports written by investment professionals. 
Moreover, in order to understand the legal and regulatory 
frameworks of the market, the provisional rules and regulations 
governing the trading of B shares in the two exchanges are 
studied. At the same time, primary and descriptive materials are 
collected from newspaper articles, prospectuses of listing 
companies and company year books to understand the economic 
background and market structure of B share companies. 
Personal Interview and Data Analysis 
The second part of this project focuses on the market 
structure and efficiency of the B share market. The following 
features of B shares are important determinants of the market 
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efficiency and they are selected for detail study: 
(1) Government intervention, 
(2) Listing procedures and accounting standards, 
(3) Reporting requirements, 
(4) Liquidity of the shares. 
In order to obtain update and first hand information on the 
above factors, the authors attended seminars organised by 
professional bodies, i.e. Hong Kong Society of Accountants, and 
interviewed persons in the business, they included Government 
official of the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, staff of stock broking 
companies in Shenzhen and Hong Kong. 
The first factor is the extent of government control and its 
influences. When the B shares were first issued in the stock 
market, they were warmly welcomed by Hong Kong and overseas 
investors. B share trading was once a heated market, but the 
Government warned that they would not tolerate too much 
speculative activities in the market. The investors perceived 
this as the signal that the Government would interfere with the 
stock prices as what they had done in the A share market. The 
daily turnover and stock prices of B shares then started to drop. 
Regulatory measures by government officials appear to have strong 
influence over stock pricing. Second, the listing regulations 
determine what kind of companies are allowed to list on the stock 
markets. Also, the accounting practices of mainland companies 
are different from international accounting standards which may 
9 
cause problems for investors to understand the financial status 
of listing companies. Third, reporting regulations and 
disclosure requirements are important considerations for 
investors. As the B shares are targetting at overseas investors, 
it is important to see how market information is desseminated to 
investors and whether their rights are protected. Last but not 
least, the liquidity of B shares in the secondary market can 
affect confidence of investors. 
These interviews focused on the above four factors and a 
list of the questions is attached in Appendix A. Results 
obtained from interviews are collated and analysed. Finally, the 
overall structure and efficiency of the B share market are 
examined, in order to determine whether it is a "risk" or 
"opportunity" for investors. 
Limitation of Study 
There is no doubt that political risks exist in the China 
stock market. Many people argue that the economy liberalisation 
in China would stop once Deng Xiao-ping or his followers are no 
longer in power. However, this project is concentrated on the 




DEVELOPMENT OF THE B SHARE MARKET 
Historical Background 
Securities markets disappeared in China after the communist 
regime took over in 1949 because the trading of stocks was at 
that time seen as the symbol of capitalism. The government 
adopted a centrally-planned economic policy with rigid fiscal 
control over state-owned enterprises. 
From the early fifties to early eighties, banks in China 
were operated under the direction of the Ministry of Finance, 
performed only a channeling function by distributing the central 
government‘s revenue to state enterprises according to planned 
production quotas. They did not assess credit risk or feasiblity 
of projects. On the other hand, stated-owned enterprises had to 
contribute all their profits to ‘ the treasury, they were not 
allowed to raise capital from the public.1 The banks played a 
very passive role and limited banking services were provided to 
the public. 
After years of economic stagnation, the Chinese government 
faced the problem of huge fiscal deficits which were in part 
caused by the inefficient and bureaucratic state-owned 
1 Hu Yebi, China's Capital Market, The Chinese 
University Press, 1993. 
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enterprises. The communist party realised that there was a need 
to experiment with a market-driven economy to stimulate economic 
growth. The "open door" policy was adopted since 1978. However, 
the communist leaders maintained that China would still be a 
socialist country. The application of capitalistic concepts 
would be carefully controlled. 
The government decided to issue State Treasury Bonds to 
finance the country's budget deficits in the late 1970s. These 
fixed-interest bonds with long-term maturity and virtually no 
liquidity possibilities were the only debt instruments available 
in the financial system of early 1980s. 
These T~bonds gradually became a burden to compulsory 
subscribers and some of them began to seek liquidity in grey 
markets operated unofficially by ‘ bank divisions and cash—rich 
insurance houses. In order to finance expansion plans and 
improve liquidity, Chinese corporations and financial 
institutions began to issue bonds to the public in 1982. 
Innovative officials in municipalities were attracted to the 
idea of stocks and shares resulting in a sudden surge of "share" 
issue in Foshan, Shenyang, Shanghai and other cities in 1984. 
These "shares" were not true equities, they were something 
between bonds and preference shares with the guarantee of a 
minimum interest rate and a dividend. They usually had a 
1 Yau, Sylvia. "Securities Trading in China", The Hong 
Kong Accountant, Jul/Aug 1992. 
12 
maturity period of one to five years and their buyers were mostly 
employees of the company.^ 
At the same time, the central government speeded up the pace 
of economic reforms. The successes of individually-owned 
enterprises and joint ventures greatly improved the living 
standard of the Chinese people, especially those in the Special 
Economic Zones and coastal regions. There were tremendous 
increase in domestic savings, the figure was estimated to be 
US$200 - US$300 billion by the end of 1992.2 
But there was little investment tool available to the public. 
I 
The issuing of stocks was an obvious solution. In September 
1984, a state-owned enterprises was allowed to issue stocks of 
three million yuan in Shanghai. By the end of 1991, large number 
of corporations had issued stocks in fifty—four cities in China. 
In Shanghai alone, 1,625 enterprises had issued stocks with a 
total value of over 1 billion yuan.^ 
During the early stage of development, those shares issued 
could only be traded at specially-designated counters in a small 
number of banks. Trading was restricted to a handful of active 
I 
1 Hu Yebi, China's Captial Market, The Chinese 
University Press, 1993. 
2 Yang, Eugene. "Securities & Property Markets in the 
PRC - Outlook of Securities Market", Hong Kong Society 
of Accountants CPE Procrrammes, 20 October 1992. 
3 Shanghai Asia Research Centre, Bier Bull Against Bear 
Overview of China's Stock Market, Joint Publishing 
(H.K.) Co. Ltd., 1992. 
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market participants until the official opening of the two 
centralised stock exchange in Shanghai and Shenzhen. 
i 
Stocks were at first limited to Chinese investors and were 
traded only in Renminbi to avoid repatriation of profits and the 
remittance of foreign currency. in the early ninties, the 
booming Chinese market became very attractive to foreign 
investors because the western countries have yet to recover from 
economic recession. The Chinese government also needed foreign 
capital to finance its development projects. Therefore, a new 
type of stock (B shares) targetted at international investors was 
issued in 1992. The B share market is structured more in line 
with international standards, this will promote the healthy 
development of the local securities markets. 
By the end of March 1993, there were thirty-four publicly 
listed companies in the SSE, ten of which had also issued B 
shares. On the other hand, thirty-six companies have listed in 
the SZSE, nine of them are issuer of B shares. 
Shanqhai Securities Exchange 
Shanghai is the city with a tradition of commerical 
enterprises in the 1920s. Stock trading re-emerged in 1984 when 
Fielo Acoustic issued shares. The Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE) 
was officially opened 19 November 1990 and became the first 
centralised securities exchange in China. The Exchange is a 
non-profit making legal entity, oirganises trading of listed 
14 
securities and provides clearing, settlement, custodial and 
registration services. 
Accumulated turnover of the SSE between 1985 and 1990 was 
RMB 3.5 billion. In 1991 alone, the turnover was RMB eleven 
billion. Total market capitalisation of listed shares has jumped 
from RMB 2.9 billion in 1991 to RMB 56.2 billion by the end of 
1992.1 
Price and turnover information are transmitted from the 
SSE's computerised system to local brokers. Reuters also reports 
market information to overseas. At present, there are two stock 
market indexes in Shanghai — the Jingan Index and the Shanghai 
Securities Exchange Index. 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
Shenzhen is one of the world's fastest growing economies 
over the last ten years. Shares were publicly traded in Shenzhen 
as early as May 1987. During the early stage, the public was 
unfamiliar with stocks, only five companies with a combined book 
value of RMB 288 million (US$77.5 million) were traded.^ 
1 SBC Research by Swiss Bank Corporation Stock Broking, 
HChina Stock Market Overview", July 1992, page 17-22. 
2 Loong, Pauline. "Trading of B Shares in the PRC", 
Special Report on China B Shares, Jardines Fleming 
Securities liimited, 22 April 1992, page 3. 
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The Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE) officially opened on 3 
July 1991. The organisation and structure of the SZSE are 
similar to SSE, except for a regulatory fee imposed for new 
listings. The fee (5% of the premium of the new issue's total 
proceeds over the total par value), is combined in a fund and 
used by Exchange officials to soften price fluctuations. 
Up to December 1992, total capitalisation of stocks 
amounting to RMB 48 billion.1 The present Shenzhen's Index is 
known as the Shenzhen Stock Exchange Index and the market 
information is transmitted to foreign countries through Telerate. 
Table 3•1 is a comparsion of the characteristics of the SSE 
and SZSE. 
t 
1 SBC Research by Swiss Bank Corporation Stock Broking, 
"China Stock Market Overview", July 1992, page 28. 
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Table 3.1 _ Comparison of the Shanghai Securities Exchange 
and Shenzhen Stock Exchange in respect of B Share 
Trading 
Shenzhen Stock ExchangP Shanghai .s^ oni. 
1. Smaller and newer companies, Larger and established 
q r+ented,. many are companies, mostly serving 
Sino-foreign joint ventures domestic markets, many 
engaging in industrial were formerly state-owned 
businesses enterpirises 
2. Shenzhen Stock Exchange , Shanghai Securities Index 
Index Jingan Index 
3. 1 RMB par value 10 RMB par value 
4. Minimum trading unit : Minimum trading unit 
2000 shares lOO shares 
5. US$ denominated trading US$ denominated trading 
(displayed on TELERATE) (displayed on REUTERS); 
settled in US$ in New York 
6. Exchange rate for settlement: Exchange rate for 
settlement: 
set.at SWAP rate on the weighed average US$ spot 
business daly immediately rate quoted by SWAP centre 
before transaction date for calendar week 
preceeding date of payment 
7. Delivery vs Payment Free delivery 
8. No account maintained with Clients must open account 
SZSE with SSE and assigned 
special code number 
9. 10% witholding tax on No witholding tax on 
dividends for portion dividends currently. But it 
exceeding the one-year time may be changed in the 
deposit rate future 
10. No cross trades allowed Trades can be crossed all 
day during exchange hours 
11. The Clearing bank performs Performs stock clearing 
the role of a Transfer Agent 
and maintains all registration 
details 
Source : Winston K. Zee, Baker & McKenzie, seminar on 
"Securities Market in the PRC : The Legal Framework", 
Hong Kong Society of Accountants CPE Programmes, 27 
October 1992. 
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Issuance of B Sharpy 
There are four types of shares in the China stock markets. 
They are grouped according to the restrictions of ownership: 
state shares, enterprise shares, individual shares and B shares. 
State shares, enterprise shares and individual shares are 
collectively known as A shares for PRC investors. B shares are 
issued to foreign investors; A share and B share are mutually 
exclusive. 
On 21 February 1992 and 28 February 1992, Shanghai Vacuum 
Electron Device B shares and Shenzhen China Southern Glass B 
shares became the first stocks listed on the SSE and the SZSE 
I 
respectively. 
Features of B shares 
Before the introduction of B shares, foreign investors could 
not buy or sell shares listed on stock exchanges in China. The 
enactment of the "Regulations for the Issue of Special Shares 
Denominated in Renminbi" in Shanghai and Shenzhen allows the 
issue of a different catergory of shares which can be traded by 
foreign nationals including investors from Hong Kong, Macau and 
Taiwan. 
18 
They are denominated in renminbi and settled in US dollar. 
The subscription for B shares, and the subsequent trading, 
dividend and cash distribution ar^ all payable in US$ based on 
the latest market exchange rates in the Foreign Exchange 
Transaction Centres. B shareholders have the same rights and 
obligations as A shareholders. 
Listing on the Primary Market 
All issues of B shares must be approved by the People's Bank 
of China (PBGC)• B shares are normally issued by limited 
liability shareholding companies which have adequate foreign 
exchange revenues to pay dividends. They may issue B shares up 
to 49 percent of their total issued capital, this limit is to 
ensure that majority stocks are held by mainland shareholders. 
The allotments of stocks may be by way of a public offer or 
private placement. The shares are normally underwritten by one 
or more foreign financial institutions together with the Chinese 
securities company approved by the appropriate stock exchange as 
the agent for the issue. 
Under the present arrangement, a Chinese company will first 
issue A shares for listing on the stock exchange. Upon 
establishing its initial listing, the company can then apply for 
further issue of B shares. The business nature of the listed 



















































































































































































































































































































































The issue of B shares can provide important source of 
foreign funding to listed companies and this is especially so for 
the non-joint venture type of Chinese enterprise. Moreover, 
state owned enterprises can change their status to sino-foreign 
joint venture through the issue of B shares, thereby giving them 
the opportunity to enjoy the tax breaks given to joint ventures. 
This is also a more flexible avenue for foreign investors to 
participate in the ecomonic growth of Chinese enterprises• 
Trading in The Secondary Market 
Trading of B shares is only allowed on the two official 
stock exchanges. All B shares are required to register and trade 
under the name of the ultimate beneficiary. Nominee arrangements 
are not recognized. 
They are operated in a scripless environment using an 
automatic transfer and computerized system. All buy/sell orders 
I 
are matched automatically by computer based on price priority, 
then time priority. Confirmation is relayed to investors on the 
same day. Neither short selling nor selling of a purchase before 
the settlement of the trade is allowed. Settlement must be 
completed within three days (T+3) of the completion of the 
transaction with the restriction that shares purchased on T date 
not be sold until T+4• All trading costs relating to B shares 
are payable in foreign curirencies. 
1 Tse, Aloysius H.Y. "Listing of Shares in the PRC", 
The Hona Kona Accountant, Jan/Feb 1992, page 62. 
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In addition, the PBOC must be notified if an investor plans 
to increase his shareholding in any listed company to more than 
5% of the total issued share capital. 
The details of the clearing and delivery regulations are 
contained in Chapter IV of "Implementing Rules to the Shenzhen 
Interim Measures for the Control of Special Renminbi Shares" and 
Chapter VI of "Shenzhen Securities Exchange Operating Rules for 
the Trading and Clearing of B Shares". (Appendices B & C) 
Taxation of dividend 
Investors outside China are required to pay tax in 
accordance with the relevant tax regulations in China. There is 
no capital gains tax on B share investment. Dividends, bonuses, 
and other lawful revenue from B shares may be remitted abroad 
after the payment of tax. 
If the B shares listed on the SSE and SZSE are issued by 
companies established in Shanghai and Shenzhen, dividend received 
by a foreign investor from B share investment is subject to a 10% 
percent withholding tax. However, it appears that the Chinese 
authorities have not enforced the collection of the withholding 
tax. 1 
I 
1 Winston K. Zee and Susan M. Smith, "The Legal 
Framework Governing B Shares", Euromonev Special 





The Chinese government understands that to develop a 
securities market under a socialist system is not an easy task. 
They have to strike a careful balance between economic growth and 
socialist principles. Public listing of state enterprises and 
joint ventures may gradually dil^ate the State's ownership of 
these companies. Speculative trading in shares may widen the gap 
between the rich and the poor and lead to social unrest. 
The central authorities therefore prefer to develop the 
securities markets gradually and regulate market activities with 
great caution. At present, the primary market is controlled by 
strict listing procedures while trading in secondary market is 
regulated by administrative measures. 
Legal Framework 
Under the market-driven economy theory, an efficient stock 
market should be operating under a comprehensive and effective 
legal framework, government intervention should be minimal. 
However, China still has not yet legislated its securities laws, 
or company law. Since the legal framework for B share trading 
is ambiguous, foreign investors are not clear about their rights 
23 
and obligations, For instance, when a listed company goes 
bankrupt, the shareholders are not sure how they can pursue their 
interests under the Chinese legal system. There is little basis 
to predict the outcome of litigations. 
Provisional Legislations 
At the end of 1990 several sets of provisional legislation 
dealing with the securities markets in Shanghai and Shenzhen were 
enacted to pave way for the official opening of the SSE and SZSE. 
These, together with the recent announcement of rules governing 
the issue and trading of B shares, have formed the legal 
framework for the B share market. In Shenzhen, B share trading 
is now governed by: 
(1) Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Control of the Issue 
and Trading of Shares (15.6.91); 
(2) Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Control of Special 
Renminbi Shares (5.12.91); 
(3) Implementing Rules to the Shenzhen Interim Measures 
for the Control of Special Renminbi Shares (16.12.91); 
(4) Shenzhen Interim Rules for the Registration of Special 
Renminbi Shares (29.1.92); 
(5) Shenzhen Securities Exchange Operating Rules for the 
Trading and Clearing of B shares (31.1.92); 
(6) Shenzhen Interim Provisions on Joint Stock Liimited 
Companies (17.3.92); 
(7) Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Supervision and 
Control of Listed Companies (4.4.92) 
24 
Drafting of Securities Law 
The Chinese Government also sees a need to formulate its 
securities laws which is essential to the healthy development of 
the stock market. A small working team within the National 
People's Congress has been formed and given top priority to 
securities laws drafting. A blue print is expected to come out 
in mid-1993 and the laws may be passed by the end of this year. ^  
Before a clear legal framework is set up, the regulatory 
bodies continue to play a very significant role in controlling 
the market. 
Regulatory Framework 
Since 1987, the regulatory agencies in both central and 
local governments have grown in numbers, size and power. They 
watch the market closely and they are prepared to interfere if 
they believe that the market has gone off-track, i.e. when 
certain activity is in conflict with the socialist principles, 
or erode the state ownership of enterprises, or the market is 
overheated. 
State Council Securities Committee 
In the central government, the State Council Securities 
Committee, chaired by Vice—premier‘Zhu Rongji, is responsible for 
1 Interview, Yu Guogang, 6 March 1993. 
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setting policy to regulate the stock markets (e.g. the number of 
I 
companies allowed to trade in the SSE and SZSE)• The committee 
comprises the vice-ministers from key organisations including the 
PBOC, Supreme Procuratorate, ministries of finance, economics and 
trade. This composition was designed largely to satisfy all 
ministers in China that claim the right to control the securities 
markets.1 
In addition, the State Planning Cominittee also claims a 
supervisory role in the stock market. Decisions made by the 
State Council Securities Committee have to be ratified by the 
State Planning Commission. For instance, the commission will 
decide how many companies from each province will be permitted 
to float on the exchanges. 
Securities Control Committee 
Apart from the policy making bodies, a Securities 
Supervisory Committee has been formed to supervise the day-to-day 
operation of the exchanges. This committee will gradually take 
over the central management role of the PBOC. On the other hand, 
the local governments in Shanghai and Shenzhen both plan to set 
up similar organisations. They demand more autonomy in running 
the stock markets and want to increase the number of listing 
companies.2 
1 South China Morning Post. "Share rules may be ready 
by year-end.“ Business Post, 1 Dec 1992. 
2 Interview, Li Nan Fung, 6 March 1993. 
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The People's Bank of China 
As specified in Article 4 of the "Interim Measures for the 
Control of Special Renminbi Shares" in Shanghai and Shenzhen, the 
PBOC is the authority-in-charge of the two exchanges. The PB C 
manages the exchanges through its local branches in Shenzhen and 
Shanghai. The PBGC's major responsibilities are:-
(1) Enactment, promulgation and implementation of 
regulations governing the securities market; 
(2) Supervision of issue price and method of issue and 
listing; 
(3) Regulation, registration and supervision of the stock 
exchanges 
(4) Monitoring trading in listed securities,* 
(5) Ijicensing and supervision of securities companies, 
foreign securities agents and clearing banks; 
(6) Arbitration of disputes arising from the activities 
related to the securities market 
(7) Exercise of the discipldenary powers and penalties for 
violation of the regulations governing the securities 
market 
(8) Supervision of listed companies regarding distribution 
of dividends, use of share issues proceeds and 
monitoring of financial and accounting requirements,* 
(9) Collection and distribution of information related to 
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securities• 
In other words, the PBOC is responsible for resolving 
controversy and dispute arising out of the allotment and trading 
of B shares, and enforcing the regulations of the market. So 
far, the interim measures and implementing rules of the B shares 
market were issued by the PBOC. It is of particular interest to 
note that according to these rules, the right of interpretation 
is vested in the PBOC. 
The PBOC is a central bank but not a professional body to 
monitor the stock market. The Shenzhen government has announced 
plan to shut the securities division of the bank whose roles will 
be taken over by the local Securities Control Committee. 
Interference by Government Officials 
I 
The cautious approach of the Chinese government in 
developing the stock market is understandable because they are 
experimenting a capitalistic idea within the socialist context, 
any mistake may lead to serious consequences. 
However, the existence of powerful regulatory bodies poses 
a threat to market economy. The different committees in the 
hierarchies have overlapping jurisdictions. Their roles should 
be clearly defined to avoid confusion and duplication. 
1 SBC Research by Swiss Bank Corporation Stock Broking, 
"China Stock Market Overview.", July 1992. 
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Moreover, government officials tended to be over-cautious and 
over-reacted. They imposed administrative measures which in 
effect distorted market mechanism. It did not only dampen ‘ 
investors, confidence but also cast a doubt of whether China 
would really give up planned economy and turn to market economy. 
Furthermore, as wide powers are held by the bureaucrats, 
they may take advantage of their positions to manipulate price 
information for insider trade. There is a risk of power abuse 
and corruption. The following three cases illustrate the adverse 
effects of government interference. 
A Share Trading in 1990 
Government intervention was particularly visible in the 
trading of A shares when the two exchanges were just set up. 
Between June and November 1990, share prices in Shenzhen rose 
quickly because there was a great demand of stock but supply was 
held constant. Instead of increasing the stock supply, local 
government officials decided to use administrative measures to 
cool down the market: they banned government officials from 
holding shares, imposed an upward price ceiling of 0.5 percent 
and doubled the stamp duty. These measures did not only calm 
down the "overheated" market but also threaten investors' 
confidence. Stock prices and trade volume continued to drop in 
the following six months. 
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Champaign Industrial Company 
This is a joint venture engaged in garment and trading 
business. The company was listed in SZSE A share market in 1990. 
The share price rose quickly after the initial offering and the 
Chinese partner sold out their shares to pocket a large profit. 
Official from the PBGC showed i ense interest in the company and 
demanded to buy 22 percent stocks of the company at a two-third 
discount from the market price. The company refused the offer, 
but then its staff were repeatedly harrassed by government 
officials, including the detention of its deputy general manager 
and deputy chief accountant. Champaign has filed a complaint in 
court against the PBGC, complaining that the stock market 
regulator had abused its powers. 
Share Financing 
The Shenzhen stock index had risen significantly since the 
Lunar New Year in 1993, it reached a record high of 359.44 on 22 
February 1993. Despite some technical adjustments in the 
following two weeks, the market still showed good prospects and 
the Index stood at 328.21 on 4 March 1993. However, the PBOC on 
the following day announced that share financing would not be 
allowed. The authoirities wanted to prevent powerful 
institutional investors from controlling the market price. 
However, this move undermined the confidence of big investors. 
The index immediately slid down to 306.02, a drop of 21 points 
which was the greatest drop in one day. 
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CHAPTER V 
LISTING PROCEDURES AND ACCOUNTING STANDARDS 
Joint Stonk Company 
The following major documents have to be prepared for 
turning an existing company into a publicily listed joint stock 
company: 
(1) Application for the establishment of a joint stock 
company, 
(2) Feasibility study report, 
(3) Articles of Association of the new joint stock co., 
(4) Prospectus and the plan for issuing shares, 
(5) Agreement among promoters, 
(6) Asset valuation report prepared by a qualified asset 
valuation agency. 
The existing investors in the joint venture company will 
normally act as the promotors. The promoters, the State Assets 
Administration and the department in charge of the joint venture 
company will establish an organizing committee. Approval by 
local government, central government, PBOC, Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange is necessary. The committee will circulate prospectus 
to prospective investors arrange general meeting for the 
formation of the joint stock company to adopt the articles of 
associations and elect members of the Board of Directors. A 
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joint stock company i$ formally established upon the issuance of 
the "enterprises legal person ll business licence by the state 
Administration of Industry and Commerce. 
Listing Procedures of B Share 
The listing procedures in SSE and SZSE are similar. Under 
· the Shenzhen Interim Measures and Implementing Rules, a company 
seeking to issue and list B shares .on the SZSE must first obtain 
the approval of the PBOC Shenzhen Branch and satisfies the 
following requirements: 
(1) it must have obtained prior approval from the relevant 
authorities to be established as or converted into a 
joint stock company; 
(2) its activities must comply with the country's and 
Shenzhen's industrial policies; 
(3) its promotors must subscribe for at least RMB 5 
million worth of shares, being no less than 35% of its 
total share capital; 
(4) a minimum of 800 shareholders is required; 
(5) within three years prior to the proposed issue, 
neither it nor its promotor may have any record of 
illegal activities or activities counter to the public 
interests; 
(6) the people in charge of the enterprises are of good 
quality politically and businesswise, further, they 
must be law abiding and have good business record; 
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(7) the total par value of actually issued ordinary shares 
shall be more than RMB 20 million,. 
(8) a minimum return on capital of 10% in the year 
preceding listing, and 8% over the two years prior to 
the year preceding to the listing,-
(9) shareholders each holding no more than 0.5% of the 
company's shares shall account for more than 25% of 
the total shares actually issued, if there are 1,000 
shareholders or more 
(10) for the year prior to applying for listing, the net 
tangible assets must have accounted for no less than 
38% of its gross tangible assets; 
(11) the profit rate for the past two years of the company 
must be higher than that of the average rate in the 
same industry; 
(12) before listing the net assets of the company must not 
be less than RMB 15 million,. 
(13) it possesses a written document evidencing the consent 
of the relevant department of the state to its 
utilization of foreign investinent or its 
transformation into a foreign investment enterprises,-
(14) its use of proceeds from the B share issue conforms to 
the laws and regulations of the state concerning the 
administration of foreign investment; 
(15) it must have a stable, adequate source of foreign 
exchange revenue (such revenue in any one year should 
be sufficient to pay out the B share dividends for 
that year) 
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(16) the percentage of B shares among the total shares of 
the company must fall within the limit set by the 
Shenzhen branch of the PBOC. 
Weakness of Listing Procedures 
The following weaknesses of the listing procedures are 
noted: 
(1) Many of the above requirements are highly subjective 
and open to different interpretations 
(2) The control authorities can exercise discretion to 
limit the number of listed companies. Therefore, even 
when a company is able to satisfy all the 
requirements, its application can still be refused. 
This leaves a loophole for corruption 
(3) The listing company has to seek approval from many 
different government departments, the whole process is 
time—consuming; 
(4) Issue prices are determined by government officials 
instead of by accurate asset valuation,* 
(5) B shares are mostly offered by private placement 
through authorized underwriters instead of by public 
offer; 
(6) Financial information in the prospectuses and 
feasibility reports do not necessarily adhere to 
international accounting standards. They are 
difficult for overseas investors to understand. 
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The last three po~nts will be discussed in more details in 
the remaining part of this chapter. 
Underwriting of B Shares 
The present system of B shares underwriting is different 
from the international practice in many aspects. The 
underwriters are facing time and price constraints. First of 
all, the issuer is required to successfully list itself on the 
market within a specific time limit. The underwriter is under 
pressure to keep the time limit in order to protect itself from 
suffering loss. 
In addition, the Chinese officials insisted to determine the 
pricing of the stocks themselves. In theory, an underwriter 
should look into a number of parameters to determine the bidding 
price, such as the net asset value and price earning ratio of the 
listing company. These parameters allow the underwriter to make 
a fair and accurate valuation and assessment of an issuer's 
potential profit growth. However, when the first B shares were 
being issued, the international underwriter that could bid the 
highest guaranteed price was seen as the best candidate to 
underwrite the shares. 1 Therefore, the underwriter might have 
to give a higher bidding price in order to win the bid. The 
issuing price may have been distorted. 
1 Yau, Sylvia & Ho, victor. "Underwriting B Shares. 11 
Investing in China B Shares, Euromoney Special 
Report, July 1992, page 63-68. 
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Private Placement Vs Public Offer 
In the past, all B shares were allocated by private 
placement. They were available only from the secondary . market 
after institutions have taken up the offering. However, 
following the outbreak of riots in August 1992 over the A share 
allocation exercise in Shenzhen, it was alleged that corruption 
.was widespread and the distribution of A and B shares placements 
were controlled by government officials and influential people. 1 
The Chinese authorities have learned a lesson in this incident 
and quite openly admitted that there were corruption elements in 
this allocation exercise. In order to improve the image of poor 
management, the secuities officials, after consulting the PBOC, 
accepted the suggestion of listing through a public offer which 
can possibly eliminate the drawbacks. 
Shenbao Industrial Co., the first Pepsi-Cola bottler in 
China became the first Shenzhen B share-issuing company offering 
its shares to Hong Kong investors by post. Shenbao had been more 
than 80 times oversubscribed and locked into $870 million. The 
company was offering shares at RMB $3.60 a share, raising $10 
million. This innovative way of offering B shares aimed at 
increasing the liquidity of Shenbao's B shares. According to the 
international practice, the lock-in capital from the application 
procedure would go to the issuing company's account. 
1 Mooney, Paul. "Irrational Rationing Chaotic 
. FI " F Shenzhen Share Issue Reveals BaS1C aws. ar 
Eastern Economic Review, Aug 1992, page 65. 
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in February 1993, Chiwan Wharf Holdings followed the 
footsteps Of Shenbao to open offer its B shares on the market. 
Their B share offer was oversubscribed 50 times, absorbing RMB 
$6 billion. It is expected that the future listings such as the 
China Merchants Shekou Port Service Co. will use the same method 
as this is more in line with international practice. 
Accounting StandarHc 
More than half of the B share issuing companies in SSE and 
SZSE were state-owned enterprises before they were converted to 
joint stock companies. The accounting practice of the state-
owned enterprises is taxation-oriented. Many listed companies 
in China are still using the old accounting practices which are 
very different from International Accounting Standards (IAS)• 
The major differences are: 
(1) Companies in western countries are profit—oriented, 
whereas Chinese companies have long been geared 
t 
towards meeting the State planning objectives. 
(2) Western companies are usually subject to auditing by 
only one qualified auditor. For Chinese company, 
there may be a number of auditors from separate 
ministries or administrative agencies, all of which 
may have concurrent jurisdiction over the company's 
operations. 
(3) In western countries, different industries are subject 
to the same set of accounting rules, whereas China 
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operates separate accounting standards for different 
types of industries and enterprises. 
(4) The quality of bookkeeping in China often depends upon 
the management of a particular company. Sino-foreign 
joint ventures are known to keep better books. 
(5) Foreign currencies are normally translated in China 
official exchange rates, whereas best accounting 
practices would require the use of transaction rates 
or swap centre rates. 
(6) Accounting standards in China are formulated for the 
purpose of maximising State tax revenues and resolving 
tax administration issues. Consequently, Chinese 
accounting standards do not include such fundamental 
accounting principles as the prudence concept which 
involves provision for debts, inventory obsolescence 
and probable loss, and the "true and fair view" 
concept. 
(7) The Chinese accounting standards neither provide for 
equity accounting for associated companies nor 
consolidation of subsidiary information, which are 
relevant for the investors to assess the profitability 
of the company invested.^ 
1 Li, Meocre and Tong, Mao. "Making an Informed 
Decision : Accountancy Standards." Investing in China 




Although a wide gap still exists between the Chinese and 
AS, a great deal of progress has been made since B shares were 
issued. As B shares are targetted at international investors, 
the financial statements of the listing companies must be more 
in line with international standards to allow investors to have 
a better grasp of their financial status, since mid—1992, those 
companies seeking to issue B shares had appointed Hong Kong 
accountancy firms to prepare separate set of financial statements 
I 
which were conformed to IAS. For example, when Shanghai Chlor-
Alkali Chemical Co. Ltd. sought public offering in SSE in July 
1992, its accounts were vetted by Arthur Anderson & Co. • The 
accounting policies and profit forecast were found to be 
consistent with International Accounting Standards. (Prospectus 
of the company is attached at Appendix E) 
However, it is still not a requirement for B share issuers 
to adopt IAS. They may switch back to the Chinese accounting 
practices after initial offerings. In November 1992, the State 
Council approved a new set of Accounting Regulations for Joint 
Stock Companies which is more in line with IAS. These "New 
Accounting Regulations" will become applicable to all A and B 
shares companies on July 1, 1993. However, major differences 
still exist between "New Accounting Regulations" and IAS. The 
new regulations tend to increase profits under IAS•1 
1 Li, Meocre. "Accounting for B Shares." Asian Law 
Journal, Volume 1, No. 6, 1993 . 
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On the other hand, corporate auditing standards are being 
tightened in 1993. New regulations for all joint-stock companies 
will resul t in auditing procedures closer to international norms. 
At present, the Chinese government controls the primary 
market of B shares with strict listing rules which are 
.implemented by the PBOC and securities Control Committee. The 
basic flaw of this mechanism is that government officials control 
virtually everything in the primary market, from number of listed 
companies to issuing prices; absolute power may lead to 
corruption. Moreover, the underwriting procedures and accounting 
standards do not review accurate financial information. As the 
securities market grows and matures, effective laws and better 
accounting practices should be in place to create a more 
efficient market, thus providing more accurate information and 
better protection to shareholders. 
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CHAPTER VI 
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
The Chinese Concept 
In a fair and open market, all the necessary information 
should be easily accessible to all investors, search cost should 
be minimal. Reporting requirements and information disclosure 
are common concepts in the western countries. Company directors 
are responsible to shareholders whereas insider dealings are 
strictly forbidden. 
In the past, China's economy was dominated by state-owned 
enterprises. These companies were technically owned by "the 
whole people", staff of the companies were only loosely held 
responsible for profits and loss. Up to now, many Chinese still 
found it difficult to accept such international concepts as full 
disclosures, due diligence, investor warranties, and accurate 
valuation. Furthermore, the absence of a national company law 
in China contributes towards the lower level of responsibility 
on the part of the Chinese company towards the shareholders. 
When B shares were first issued in the two exchanges, 
interim measures with reporting requirements similar to overseas 
stock markets were introduced. 
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Reporting Requirements of B Shares Issue 
In Hong Kong, a reporting accountant is required to prepare 
for the issue of new shares for listing on the Hong Kong Stock 
Exchange. The initial issue documents include a prospectus which 
should contain sufficient particulars and information to enable 
a reasonable person to form a valid and justifiable opinion of 
the shares and debentures and .the financial condition and 
profitability of the company at the time of the issue. The 
Shenzhen Stock Exchange has a similar provision, the prospectus 
must contain the following detailed financial information on the 
issuer :-
(1) The latest audited balance sheet, profit and loss 
account and fund statement; 
(2) The auditors' report in full; 
(3) Notes on accounts as required, such as details of 
debentures in issue, borrowings and contingent 
liabilities, etc; 
(4) A profit forecast report from the reporting 
accountant 
(5) A statement of adequacy of working capital. 
The above reporting requirements also apply to the placing 
document for the issue of B shares and a reporting accountant 
should be appointed for this purpose. In addition, as this 
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document is purely for the consumption of investors outside 
China, its content and quality of information should be of a 
standard acceptable internationally• 
Reporting TRe.auiremP—nts for Listed Company 
For companies already listed:, they are required to report 
to the PBOC and the Stock Exchange any event which has a material 
impact on the company within 15 days of the occurrence of the 
event. Events that concern investors most are -
(1) Agreements with third parties which have a financial 
impact on the company's assets, liabilities and 
shareholder's equity; 
(2) Significant changes to the company's principal 
business, organisation structure or policy,* 
(3) Substantial investment decisions like acquisitions and 
mergers; 
(4) Bankruptcy, liquidation and financial litigation,* 
(5) Disposal of assets representing more than 15% of the 
total assets of the company 
(6) Personnel change within the board of directors or 
senior management. 
In addition, companies are required to make announcement 
regarding dividends, rights and bonus issues, in relevant 
1 Tse, Aloysius H.Y. "Listing of Shares in the PRC." 
The Hong Kong Accountant, Jan/Feb 1992, page 62-63. 
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newspapers 15 days before books close date. 
Disclosure to Overseas Investor?; 
Although B shares are targetted at overseas investors, there 
is no specific guideline for listed companies to provide 
information to shareholders overseas. The above requirements are 
not sufficient to assist B shareholder to understand market 
situation. For instance, under Clause 31 of "Shenzhen Interim 
Measures for the Control of the Issue and Trading of Shares" 
issued on 15 June 1991, all listed companies are required to 
submit audited financial reports to central authority and the 
SZSE, the reports should be published in newspapers approved by 
the authorities. However, these reports are only published in 
local newspaper which is not accessible to overseas investors. 
Company Report 
In Hong Kong, listed companies must issue their annual 
report at least 21 days before the annual general meeting (AGM) 
in order to allow enough time to study the report. But there is 
no such provision in China. This year, Shanghai Chlor-Alkali 
held its AGM on March 12 and announced its annual report on March 
20.1 
1 South China Morning Post. "B Share Reports come under 
fire.” China Business Review, 28 March 1993. 
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Nevertheless, materials published in semi—annual and annual 
reports are in Chinese but not in English. Only major 
shareholders received information but not all stock holders. 
Most investors can only obtain information through newspaper 
articles or brokers. Overseas investors did not understand the 
listed companies because information disclosure was not enough. 
Furthermore, most B shares were offered through private 
placement instead of public listing, the companies are not 
obliged to publish the report in foreign newspaper. Even if the 
company wants to publish such report, foreign government may 
reject because these financial reports are not fully compiled 
with international accounting standards, it may mislead foreign 
investors who are only conversant with international standards. 
In Hong Kong, a special working group chaired by the Registirai: 
General has been formed to examine B shares prospectus. The 
group has prepared a set of guidelines and it has the sole 
discretion to accept or reject the publication of these 
prospectuses in Hong Kong. 
Market Information 
Basic market information such as prices and dividends are 
passed to investors through Telerate telecommunication network 
and the authorized brokers overseas. The Shenzhen PBOC also 
publishes Financial Daily News' to report market activities in 
detail but the paper only circulates in China. There is no other 
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means to keep the overseas investors well-informed of detail 
market information. 
Among the 13 authorized foreign brokers, Credit Lyonnaise, 
Swiss Bank and Sun Hung Kai conduct regular research and analysis 
on the price movement of B shares and send reports to their 
clients on regular basis. However, there is a risk that the 
brokers pass information to their clients selectively. 
nsider Trading 
Strict rules are in place in both the SSE and SZSE to 
prohibit inside trading. Directors, supervisors and managers are 
not allowed to sell the listed company's shares during their term 
of office. The regulations also stipulate that a director who 
causes the company to suffer losses by engaging in corruption or 
in activities in competition with or damaging to the company, is 
personally liable to compensate the company. In addition, if the 
prospectus contains false information, persons who vouch for the 
accuracy of all or part of the prospectus, such as directors, 
accountants, underwriters, etc., will be jointly liable for any 
damages incurred to the investors. Management personnels engaged 
in illegal activities such as manipulation of the market and the 
price of shares by acting in collusion or spreading false 
information to induce trading, will be penalised under the 
Provisions as well. In most cases, penalties take the form of 
a fine. For more serious cases, foreign exchange proceeds from 
the company will be frozen, financial institution will be 
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notified to cease making loan available to these entities, or the 
company will be suspended from trading.1 
In actual fact, the China market is not providing adequate 
information to investors about the listed companies. This 
creates a favourable climate for speculation and manipulation of 
share prices and insider trade. Investors may not be able to 
verify rumour and false information and some people may just 
follow their herd instinct to make decision. 
Protection of Minority Shareholder 
The existing regulations in Shenzhen contain a lot of 
provisions to protect shareholders in general, but very little 
protection to minority shareholders. It is understandable that 
the prevailing concern in the country is how to protect the State 
interest when the state-owned enterprises are restructured and 
State shares are traded in the securities market. Therefore, the 
regulations have built in a lot of provisions to protect the 
majority interests. Although the Chinese—foreign joint venture 
laws and regulations have a full set of rules to protect foreign 
investors, the issuance of B shares has created a lot of small 
shareholders which was not envisaged by those joint venture 
regulations. Since China has not yet promulgated a comprehensive 
company ordinance, a Chinese issuer may need to amend its 
1 Zee, Winston K. and Smith, Susan M. "The Legal 
Framework Governing B Shares.” Investing in China : 
B Shares, Euromoney Special Report, July 1992, page 
25-32. 
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memorandum and articles of association to offer protection to the 
minority shareholders. 
It is obvious that the reporting requirements and guidelines 
for information disclosure are inadequate. Overseas minority 
shareholders in general have difficulty in obtaining timely and 
accurate market information. The Shanghai Securities Exchange 
has noticed the need to improve communication between investors 
and the exchange. A monthly press conference to promote the 
market is hosted since September 1992. It also planned to invite 
foreign journalists to cover stock news and write coluities 
introducing B shares in newspapers and magazines. If these 
measures are effective, Shenzhen should follow suit. With the 
number of B share issues increasing, it is expected that a 
disclosure standard which is acceptable to the investors and 




LIQUIDITY OF B SHARES 
Perspective of B Share Investors 
After the issue of B shares, there are two types of 
investors in China's stock market: (1) PRC citizen and legal 
entities, and (2) non-PRC investors. These two categories of 
shareholders invest in two different types of shares and they 
have very different profiles and characteristics. 
Local investors are relatively inexperienced in stock 
trading. Many of them expect that share prices would go up 
within a short period of time and give them quick return. Their 
motives are more or less speculative and they may not realise the 
underlying risk factors. 
On the other hand, the B share investors from Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Macau and overseas are more mature and experienced. Many 
of these minority shareholders are international investors who 
require financial data and legal justifications in order to make 
purchase decisions. As a rule, they need information memorandum 
prepared by merchant bankers, with the assistance of 
international accounting firms and lawyers, detailing history of 
the company, corporate and shareholding structure, past track 
record and market share, future forecasts, strengths and 
weaknesses of the issuer, tax regulations and risks involved. 
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Following the rapid economic growth in China in the past 
decade, many people believe that the China stock market will 
continue to grow. In particular, the potential investors and the 
financial service sector in Hong Kong which have close economic 
ties with China are keen to grab this investment opportunity. 
The two recent issues of B shares in Shenzhen through public 
offering were met with enthusiasm and they were oversubscribed 
by 50-80 times. The growing demand for B shares has continued 
to surpass the number of shares available. 
Tradincr in Secondary Market 
At the same time, other potential foreign investors are 
still very cautious and they are not willing to enter the market 
until it becomes more transparent. They reckon that China has 
yet to formulate its securities laws and the market is regulated 
by bureaucrats who can at any time impose strict administrative 
measures to interfere with market activities. Therefore, the 
secondary market is quiet at the moment. Investors who obtained 
their shares through subscription prefer to take a wait-and-see 
approach. The daily trade volume is very low and the liquidity 
of B shares is low as well. Sometimes, when a broker in Hong 
Kong receives a market order from his client, he is not sure 
whether the order can be executed and at what price because 
trading volume is too small. 
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Table 7.1 shows the volume of trading in SSE and SZSE on two 
days in 1992 and two days in 1993, these dates are chosen at 
random. It can be seen that the trade volumes were low but they 
were not unusual for the B share market. 
Another factor contributing to the quietness of secondary 
market is the limited number of B shares issued. The number of 
B shares issued are generally less than 20% of total shares of 
the company, B shares available in the market are therefore 
limited. 
Because of the limited number of B shares are traded by 
small number of investors, the secondary market is quiet. B 
shares prices are traded at a large discount to the A shares, 
they are less volatile and have much lower price earning ratios. 
The performance of B shares in SSE and SZSE since their issuance 
are shown in Table 7.2 and 7.3. 
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Table 7.1 Volumn of B Shares Trading 
29/07/92 18/08/92 05/03/93 08/04/93 
Shanghai Vacuum 0 60 536,400 88,800 
No.2 Textile Macti. 20,200 63,400 325,300 644,900 
Shanghai Dazhong Taxi 7,000 400 22,000 146,600 
Shanghai Wing Song Stat 44,900 230,000 53,200 65,800 
China First Pencil 208,400 20,900 91,000 0 
China Textile Mach. 40,000 27,100 271,000 225,000 
Shanghai Rubber Belt 34,500 24,050 157,900 343,600 
Shanghai Chlor-Alkali - - 1,411,000 230,500 
Shanghai Tyre Rubber - - 149,100 317,000 
Shanghai Ref Compressor - - 49.230 -
China Southern Glass 98,000 18,000 58,000 44,000 
Shenzhen Konka 22,000 10,000 0 76,000 
Shenzhen Properties 88,000 148,000 0 0 
Shenzhen China Bicycles 184,000 128,000 22,000 0 
Huafa Electronics 76,000 10,000 0 0 
Shenzhen Petrochemical 82,000 0 0 0 
Victor Onward 92,000 14,000 0 0 
Zhongchu 44,000 4,000 0 46,000 
Shenbao Industrial - - 6,000 0 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The small size of the B share market caused three major 
problems. Firstly, the trading of B shares cannot be independent 
from the A Shares markets although they are supposed to be 
mutually exclusive. Any drastic price .ove.ent of A shares can 
have psychological effect on B shareholders. Secondly, the whole 
market can be affected by one or two prominent stocks. if they 
have low earnings in one year, they drag the entire .arket down 
because these stocks make up an integral component of the market. 
Thirdly, the market prices can be easily influenced by major 
investors. When some big investors enter the market, the impact 
can be easily felt and the share prices may go up quickly. 
China Fund 
Since most B shares have been listed by the method of 
private placement through the approved foreign brokers, a large 
percentage of stocks were allocated to financial institutions who 
have close relationship with the authorities and the broking 
companies, including securities firms, merchant banks and fund 
managers. 
The number of B shares issued in Shanghai and Shenzhen are 
very limited and most of them are held by institutions. 
Individual overseas investors who re interested in investing in 
the China stock market may have to go to China funds. At 
present, all these funds have been formed by establishing a 
company listing on an exchange outside China (e.g. Hong Kong). 
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Investors can buy shares in this company which in turn 
collectively purchases B shares in selected companies in both 
Shenzhen and Shanghai. It is estimated that about eighty percent 
of B shares are held by these funds. 
There is another factor which makes these China funds 
attractive to foreign investors, i.e. the trading of B shares 
have to go through authorized brokers and the procedures are 
rather complicated. These broking companies can add their own 
rules,- for instance, some companies set a minimum amount of 
HK$200,000 for opening a new account for trading in B shares. 
The Chinese authorities have not done much publicity to help 
individual investors to understand these procedures. Therefore, 
many investors are reluctant to enter the market direct and they 
would instead invest into these China funds. 
At present, there are over twenty fund companies in Hong 
Kong whose investment objectives are business in China, such as 
securities and joint ventures. Among these 2 0 China funds, many 
of them like GT Shenzhen & China Fund' and ^ Barclays Asian 
Selection China (PRC) Fund‘ are investing heavily on China's B 
















































































































































































FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF B SHARES TRADING 
Expansion of Market Size 
Companies in other provinces and cities will be encouraged 
to list their shares on the SSE to improve market liquidity. 
Futhermore, the increase in listing of state shares will 
facilitate the participation in the trading activities by the 
PBOC which helps to maintain marketability by adjusting PBGC's 
holding in listed securities. 
In Shenzhen, since many companies prepare to list are 
already Sino—foreign joint ventures, the proportion of companies 
issuing B shares will be even greater. The number of B shares 
listed in Shenzhen are expected to increase from nine to more 
than thirty.1 
Moreover, some analysts suggested that the A and B markets 
should combine to improve liquidity and expand market size. At 
the moment, the two markets are separated because there is strict 
foreign exchange control in China.2 it is possible that in the 
future mainland Chinese holding US currencies would be allowed 
to invest in B shares. 
1 Yu, Guogang. Interview, 6 March 1993. 
2 Zhang, Guo Qin. Interview. 6 March 1993• 
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Creation of Independent Regulatory Body 
The PBOC is the central bank which carries an important role 
of controlling the money supply in China. It is now also 
responsible for monitoring the securities market. Since there 
are conflicts of interest and problems of inefficiency for the 
PBOC, an independent regulatory body will take over the 
supervision and co-ordination activities. 
Enhancement of Information Disclosure 
More stringent rules regarding the disclosure of financial 
statements by listed companies will be implemented to enhance 
transparency, to encourage conformity with international 
standards and to improve the quality of asset revaluation works. 
Communication networks will be upgraded to provide more timely 
and accurate market information to foreign investors 
Direct Ijistinq in Hong Kong 
The offering of securities in Hong Kong is regulated 
primarily by the Companies Ordinance and the Protection of 
Investors Ordinance. Under this restrictive regulatory 
framework, an offer of B shares in Hong Kong can only be made if 
it compiles with certain requirements. There are four methods of 
1 SBC Research by Swiss Bank Corporation Stock Broking. 
"China Stock Market Overview." July 1992, page 28-31. 
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Offering securities that are relevant to B share issue : (i) 
direct listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange; (2) public 
offering by means of a prospectus; (3) offering to professional 
investors only; and (4) private placement. 
In the past, B shares were issued through private placement 
and offering to professional bodies. The method of public 
offering by means of a prospectus has been used more recently. 
In addition, the Chinese authorities are negotiating with Hong 
Kong Government to have Chinese companies directly listed in the 
Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 
A secondary listing on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange can 
achieve maximmn marketability and liquidity. At present, a 
Chinese—incorporated company is not able to obtain a listing on 
the HKSE because of the differences in the corporate laws and 
accounting standards. It has to meet guidelines issued by the 
HKSE to make the company more accountable under the Hong Kong 
legal system. 
Some people believed that the direct listing of mainland 
companies in the HKSE may hamper the development of the stock 
markets in China. International investors may stay away from the 
China stock markets but instead invest in the Chinese companies 
listed in Hong Kong because the Hong Kong Exchange is offering 
1 Cheung, Yuk. Tong. "Extra-Territorial Restrictions : 
Offering B Shares in Hong Kong.” Investinq in China 
B Shares. Euromonev Special Report. July 1992, page 
69. 
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a mature settlement system, structured regulation and 
understandable accounting standard. 
/ 
In spite of the above argument, the Chinese government has 
approved this plan. Shanghai Petrochemical, Qingdao Brewery, 
Guangzhou Shipyard, Kunming Machine Tool, Dengfang Electric Co. 
will be among the first lot of companies seeking listing in Hong 
Kong. It is believed that Shanghai Petrochemical will launch its 




Since China adopted its open-door policy in 1978, the 
country has undergone steady economic growth in the past fifteen 
years. Despite the resentment from the western governments after 
the June 4 incident in 1989, the huge Chinese markets and cheap 
labour remained very attractive to foreign investors. The 
Chinese economy recovered quickly and looked set for further 
growth. 
The offering of B shares to foreign investors is seen as a 
big step in deepening China's economic reform. Apart from 
drawing foreign capital, it also helps speed up the pace of 
development of China's stock markets. 
Several important features of the B share market are 
examined in Chapter IV - VII of this project. The market is 
still in its infant stage with much room for improvement. First 
of all, the lack of a comprehensive securities laws and 
interference from bureaucrats ,have undermined investors' 
confidence. Secondly, the listing procedures and accounting 
standards need to be improved to make them more understandable 
to international investors. Thirdly, the reporting standard and 
disclosure requirements in China's stock market are not 
sufficient. They do not really protect the rights of minority 
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Shareholders investing in B shares. Finally, B shares available 
to individual investors are limited. China fund becomes a 
popular way to invest indirectly in the B share markets. 
However, these funds tend to hold their shares which explain in 
part why the secondary market is quiet. The liquidity of B 
shares thus is very low. 
The above factors show that the market efficiency is low. 
China's stock markets remain a risky market, investors should 
exercise great caution in making their decision. 
Of the two categories of shares issued in China, B shares 
has a heathier development process. In general, there were more 
speculative activities among A shares. Price earning ratio of 
A shares are substantially higher than those of B shares. 
Between the two B share markets, namely Shanghai and 
Shenzhen, the latter looks more prosperous in the short run 
because the shares have better liquidity with higher* daily 
turnover. It is decided that more companies will be listed in 
SZSE in 1993. However, the Shanghai market has better long-term 
potential because the majority of the listed companies are 
manufacturing industries focusing on domestic market. SSE is 
likely to be the central exchange in China in the future. 
Chapter VIII describes the future development of the stock 
market. It appears that the Chinese government is making very-
positive steps to improve the accounting and reporting standards, 
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and to improve the structure of the regulatory bodies. 
Hopefully, the market operations and securities regulations in 
China will quickly conform to international standards. 
As mentioned in Chapter ,pqlitical risks are not examined 
in detail in this study. Although the Chinese leaders adopted 
a liberal attitude towards market-oriented economy, they have not 
given up their socialist principles. Political factors remain 
serious considerations for foreign investors. 
To conclude, the B share markets in China are still a "risk" 
to investors. One of the major drawbacks is the lack of an 
effective legal framework. When the new securities laws come 
out, they should be carefully examined. Hopefully the market 
structure and efficiency would be improved and the B share market 
would become a real "opportunity" for investors. 
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Appendix A 
Questions for the interview 
1. Listing procedures 
What are the listing procedures of B shares? 
- What documents do the company have to submit or can 
they be granted exemption for such irequirements? 
2. Capital 
Is the company required to state how they are going to 
use the money collected from shareholders, such as 
details of new venture? 
- Is there any government departments monitoring the use 
of these capital? 
If the capital is not used according to the original 
plan/ is the company required to give explanation and 
detail disclosure? 
Is there any criminal liability on the part of the 
company? 
3. Government control 
- Is a listing company required to contribute a certain 
percentage of profit, other than tax, to the central 
and provincial governments? 
- Does the government exert any influence on the 
appointment of executives in a listing company? 
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4. Disclosure requirement 
What information is a listing company required to 
publish in annual or semi-annual report? 
The B share is targetted at overseas investors, but 
how can they monitor and understand the direction of 
company development? 
5. Minority shareholders 
- The percentage of stocks available to the general 
public is low, a large percentage is controlled by a 
few major shareholders and the government. Is there 
any measures to protect the right of the minority 
shareholders? 
- Is there any regulation governing the dividend paying 
policy of a listing company? 
6. Employees'' benefits 
- In State-run enterprises, housing is provided to its 
staff members. Is a listing company require to do the 
same? 
- Would it be a burden for the company and reduce the 
profits? 
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1• Securities Commission 
- What is the progress of the plan to set up a 
Securities Coimnission in China? 
8• Direct listing in Hong Kong 
Several companies is seeking to list in the Hong Kong 




SHENZHEN INTERIM MEASURES FOR THE CONTROL OF 
SPECIAL RENMINBI SHARES 68 
(Issued by the People's Bank of China and the Shenzhen Municipal 
People's Government on 5 December 1991) 
Chapter I General Provisions 
Article 1 These Measures are specially formulated in order to open a new 
channel for absorbing foreign capital through the stock market, strengthen the 
control of the stock market and protect the interests of investors. 
Article 2 The term "special renminbi shares" as used in these Measures 
(hereinafter referred to as "B shares") means order shares with a nominal value 
denominated in renminbi that are exclusively offered to overseas investors to buy 
and sell in foreign exchange. The rights and obligations in respect of B shares ( 
shall be the same as those in respect of ordinaiy renminbi shares. 
The term "overseas investors" as used in these Measures includes: 
(1) foreign legal and natural persons; 
(2) legal and natural persons in the Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan regions; 
and 
(3) others approved by the authority-in-charge. 
Article 3 Overseas investors must comply with the laws and regulations of 
the People's Republic of China and shall not harm the public interests of China; 
their lawful rights and interests shall be protected by the laws of the People's 
Republic of China. 
Article 4 The People's Bank of China is the authority-in-charge of the B 
share market in Shenzhen, and has authorised the Shenzhen Special Economic 
Zone Branch of the People's Bank of China (hereinafter referred to as the 
"authority-in-charge") to be jointly responsible for the day-to-day control of B ( 
shares together with the Shenzhen Bureau of the State Administration of Exchange • 
Control. The authority-in-charge shall exercise the following powers and 
responsibilities: 
(1) to formulate and amend provisions and related rules for the control of 
B shares, and to supervise their implementation. . 
(2) to examine and approve the issue, listing, trading, registration, and 
transfer of registradon of B shares, as well as the payment of dividends, and 
similar matters in respect thereof; to designate securities dealers of and 
recognised overseas agents for B shares, and to supervise their dealings m B 
• s g s - to control the remittance into and out of China of foreign exchange in 
respect of the issue of and trading in B shares. . . 
(4) to examine materials related to the financial and business condition ot 
issuers of B shares. 
•• I. 
Article 5 The issue, imderwpting, listing, trading, clearing, and registration 
of B shares shall be conducted in Shenzhen. 
.. . 
Chapter n Issue of B Shares 
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Article 6 The issue of B shares is subject to examioatioa and approval bv 
me autnonty-m-charge. , 
” i ^ c l e 7 Apart from the conditions stipulated in Article 15 of the 
Shenzhea Interim Measures for the Control of the Issue of and Trading in 
Shfl^s", a company applying to issue B shares shall also satisfy the following 
"Conditioris: ^ 
. ( 1 ) that it has written documents from relevant state departments approvin 
Its use of foreign capital or its conversion into a foreign-invested enterprise, and 
that Its use of funds raised through the issue of B shares must comply with the 
provisions of state laws on the control of foreign investment; 
(2) t^ t it has a stable source and relatively sufficient'amount of foreign 
exchange income, and that its total annual foreign exchange income is sufficient 
to pay annual dividends on B shares; and 
(3) that the proportion of its shares designated as B shares (mcluding 
promoters' shares) to the company's total shares must not exceed the maximum ( 
limit approved by the authority-in-charge 
(4) • that it must have been in operation for at least 3 years, save that 
companies operating in high technology and other special industries may, upon the 
special approval of the authority-in-charge, be exempted from this restriction. 
Article 8 A company applying to issue B shares shall submit its application 
to the authority-in-charge together with the following documents: 
(1) an application report on the issue of B shares; 
(2) government documents approving it as a company limited by shares or 
evidence of registration of the company; 
(3) its articles of association approved by the government; 
(4) an asset valuation report issued by a valuer and an investment inspection 
report issued by an accounting firm. If such reports involve valuation and 
investment inspection of state-owned assets, the departments for the control of 
state-owned assets shall issue confirmation documeats; 
(5) an investment inspection report on shares subscribed by the promoters; 
(6) the company's balance sheets and profit and loss accounts for the ‘ 
immediately preceding three years certified by an accounting firm, and other V 
financial mfonnadoQ required by the authority-in-charge; 
(7) a feasibility study on the issue of B shares; 
(8) documents that milsr'be disclosed when making the offer for 
subscription; 
(9) a plan for the sources of annual foreign exchange income; 
(10) relevant resolutions of meetings of shareholders or promoters; 
(11) documents certified by an accounting firm showing the company's 
earnings forecast for the coming year; and 







d e ^ r e ^ 9 Issue of B shares must be delegated to authorised securities 
The -au^orised securities dealers" referred to in these Measures means 70 • 
secimties dealers m Shenzhen that are approved by the authority-in-charge to 
bardie the issue of and act as agents in the transfer of B shares. 
Authonsed securities dealers may organise overseas securities dealers that are 
recognised by the authority-in-charge to participate in underwriting B shares. 
i^^cle 10 Authorised secuiides dealers that handle the issue or imdenvriting 
9f B shares must open a special account with a designated bank in China All 
proceeds of the issue of B shares must be deposited in such special account. 
Article 11 The authority-in-charge shall have the right to inspect such special 
accoimts from time to time or on a regular basis, and the banks and authorised 
securities dealers shall cooperate. 
Article .12 Overseas investors that subscribe for B shares must produce their r 
personal identity cards, passports or evidence of legal person registration and must 
submit separate lawful mandates if they delegate other persons or entities to 
subscribe on their behalf. 
Arfcle 13 The authority-in-charge shall have the right to inspect the financial 
position of companies that issue B shares and their major business activities which 
affect the market conditions of B shares on a daily or irregular basis. 
Chapter HI Trading in B Shares 
Article 14 ‘ B shares shall be transferred only between overseas investors. 
Article 15 Overseas investors shall delegate the sale or purchase of B shares 
to authorised securities dealers and provide the documents stipulated Article 12 
hereof. ( 
An authorised securities dealer may conclude an agency agreement with an 
overseas securities dealer recognised by the authority-in-charge pursuant to which 
such overseas dealer shall handle on behalf of the authorised securities dealer 
matters related to the sale or purchase by investors of B shares outside China. 
Article 16 B shares shall be listed for centralised trading at the Shenzhen 
Securities Exchange and overseas securities dealers acting as agents must trade in 
B shares through authorised securities dealers at the Shenzhen Securities 
Exchange. Trading outside the exchange is prohibited. 





Ha cle. 17 When buying or selling B shares through authorised securities 
dealers, investors shall effect payment Lough special z l c o ^ ^ 7 . 
• … - - .. 
, ^ ^ c l t J h e Shenzhen Securities Registration Company Limited or its 
I b s^s Pr dures for the registration and S e r of regist^tiia 
… - ^ t ^ f ^ A copy of the register of shareholders of B shares shall be kept 
! i f l S S / s S company and the Shenzhen Securities Registration Company 
Articlf 20 Any overseas investor holding B shares in a company limited by 
shares tMt accounts for five per cent, or more of the total shares in such company 
must file a report with the authority-in-charge for its record, 
• Article 21 The price of B shares for sale or purchase shall be quoted only 
m remnmbi and paid m foreign currency. The formula for computing the f 
reference pnce for each share in a foreign currency shall be as follows: ^ 
• Price per share in renminbi 
Price per share = 
in foreign currency “ “ 
Closing price for each unit of the foreign 
currency at the Shenzhen Foreign Exchange 
Adjustment Centre on the business day 
immediately preceding the selling date 
i^ticle "n Authorised securities dealers shall post at a prominent location on 
their business premises the computed reference price. per share in foreign 
currency. 
Article 23 All dividends and other lawful income derived from B shares shall 
be quoted in renminbi and paid in foreign currency. The formula for computing ( 
payment in a foreign currency shall be as follows: v 
Dividends per share in renminbi 
Price per share = 
in foreign currency 
for dividends Average dosing price for each unit of the foreign 
currency at the Shenzhen Foreign Exchange 
Adjustment Centre for the week immediately 
preceding the announcement of dividends 
Article 24 Overseas investors shall pay tax in accordance with relevant tax 
provisions of the People's Republic of China. Dividends, trading "and other 
lawful income derived from B shares may be remitted out of China after payment 
of "taxes in accordance with the law. -
.1 .• 
I 
. . I 
r 
te^^Hn^.nn !olders of B shares as the result of a compaiiy 
• ted may, _ approval by the authority-in.h^ ge! 72 . 
Chapter IV Penalty Provisions , 
3 Dilutes ^ d differences that, arise within the People's Republic 
China form the issue of and trading in B shares shall be haiidled withL c £ 
m accordance with the laws and provisions of the People's R e p u b U r o f c S 
^Onl^ t^j^Pi^ ^pV^ Of Armeies 6, 7 or 14 of 
t l f f u n d / S L ^ S ^ ^ y s u t S ? : cease the unlawful activity and to refund 
(2) any foreign exchange funds raised by such company through the issue of 
securities may be frozen; ^ 
pers^^c institutions may be informed that they are to cease lending to 
mi be im^sed^ ^^  ^^ ^^  P^ ^ cent, of the sum involved in the unlawful activity (• 
i ^ c l e 28 • If any person violates the provisions of Articles 9 or 10, then the 
following penalties shall apply: 
• (1) such person may be ordered to refund that part of the proceeds of an 
issue which is affected by such violation; 
(2). . a fine may be imposed on the issuing company and the authorised 
securities de^er of up to five per cent, of the sum involved; 
(3) the issuing company's application to issue shares may be revoked; 
(4) the licence of such person to issue or underwrite shares may be 
suspended for up to three years. 
Article 29 If any person violates the provisions of Articles 16, 17, 18, or 
20, the following peaalties shall apply: , 
(1) a warning may be given; 
(2) such person may be ordered to go through the procedures again in (•: 
accordance with these Measures; C 
(3) a fine of up to five per cent, of the sum involved in the unlawful activity 
may be imposed; 
(4) suspension of listing and trading. 
Article 30 If any person violates the provisions of Article 24 or 25, he shall 
be penalised in accordance with the relevant tax laws and exchange control 
provisions of the People's Republic of China. 
• I 
I I ' 
Article 31 If anyone penalised disagrees with the penalty decision he may 
apply for a reconsideration to the superior authority of the authority making the 
penalty decision. During reconsideration, the penalty decision shall be 
implemented. If anyone disagrees with the reconsideration decision he may bring 





^ n ^ ^ I f ^ L The penalties referred to above shall be implemented by the 
jointly with other relevant departments if they involve such 73 
^ e S S o r i t y b S g ^ ose penalties that are stipulated to be implemented by 
f 
Article 33 If anyone whose violation of the provisions of these Measures 
co^titutes a cnme he shall be investigated by the judicial authorities for criminal 
iiaoility. 
. ——.. ... . 
Chapter V Supplementaiy Provisions 
Article 34 The authority-in-clnrge shall be responsible for interpreting these 
Measures. The authority-in-charge may formulate specific provisions in 
accordance with these Measures . . 
Article 35 These Measures shall be effective from the date of promulgation 
( 
“ • 
Translation O Clifford Chance 1992 
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Appendix C •, 
IMPLEMENTING RULES TO THE 
SHENZHEN INTERIM MEASURES FOR THE CONTROL OF 74 
SPECIAL RENMINBI SHARES 
f 
(Issued by the People's Bank of China 
Shenzhen Special EcxKiotnic Zone Branch 
oa 16 December 1991) 
Chapter I General Provisions 
— c l e 1 These Implementing Rules are specially formulated in accordance 
with the "Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Control of Special Renminbi Shares" 
|n order to strengthen the control of B shares and protect the lawful rights and 
interests of investors. 
Chapter n Securities Dealers ( 
•, 
Article 2 Domestic securities dealers dealing in B shares must obtain the 
approval of the authority-in-charge. Anyone applying to deal in B shares must: 
q ) • have not less than Rmbl0,000,000 as his own securities dealing capital, 
which includes an amount of foreign exchange which is equal to not less than 
Rmb5.000,000; 
(2) have adequate professional personnel as appropriate to the needs of 
securities dealings involving foreign parties; 
(3) have the necessary technical, communications and settlement means or 
facilities for dealing in securities involving foreign parties; 
(4) other conditions required by the authority-in-charge. 
Article 3 Except with the special approval of the authority-in-charge, an 
authorised securities dealer may not: 
(1) underwrite B shares by way of a straight purchase; or 
(2) deal in the purchase and saJe of B shares on its own account. 
( 
V 
Article 4 Before an overseas securities dealer can participate in 
undenvritiiig B shares or act as agent for authorised securities dealers in accepting 
overseas purchase and sale orders for B shares, it must secure the approval of the 
authority-in-charge and must: 
(1) comply with Chinese laws and regulations concerning B shares and 
honour the relevant B share contracts in good faith; 
(2) “ be relatively well-established in the field of mtemational securities and 
have relatively substantial financial strength; 
(3) be experienced in conducting interaatioQal securities dealings; 
(4) be of good professioaal standing; and 
(5) satisfy any other conditions imposed by the authority-in-charge. 
- I. 




Chapter m Issue of B Shares 
/ r e - C ? . Of us ” 
e functions of the manager of an imdenvritmg group include-
)conr£n T S n j g n ^  rpany dating of sha^s 
f S organise the disclosi^ of documents related to the B share issue. 
r h l L f h n ^ ' r and coordinate the listed company, the u ^ d e r S f g r o u D 
the authonty-m-charge and other relevant parties. unucrwnong group, 
W to participate in the sale of B s h a r e s ; ‘ 
(5) to perform other functions approved by the authority-m-charge. 
of^mlnL- P^ c^e of B shaies may not be lower than the issue price 
Z n ^ ' - f ^ u if / same company. Throughout the underwriting period 
sl^ l Dffer the shares for sale at the price which LfCeea 
te -de 8 ^ underwriting contract for B shares shall include the following 
n i i L registered addresses, legal representatives or directon; of the 
parties to the contract; 
(2) the time and place of execution of the contract* 
(3) the subject matter of the contract; ’. 
(4) the form of underwriting of the B shares; 
(5) the issue price of the B shares; ’ 
(6) the rights and obligations of the parties; 
(7) payment of legal, accountmg and otherVees; 
e time limit for and the place of performance of the contract' 
W compensation and other liabilities for breach of contract; , ( 
(10) the methods of resolution of disputes arising under the contract-
ed 0 the law applicable to the resolution of disputes arising under the contract-
and , 
(12) the languages in which the contract is written and their relative validities 
A contract for imderwriting B shares must be submitted to the authority-in-
charge for approval. 




• t I 
A ^ ^ c l e 9 The issuer may require the issuing of B shares only to those 
: r s e a s legal penoas having close business coonecdoas with it, ^ v e t S t S ^ . 
^ ved by the authority-in^harge and that the number T s ^ s ‘ 
b S ksJe^" m not exceed fifteen per cent, of the total number of B shares 
• i ^ c l e 19 All proceeds of the issue of B shares overseas shall be deposited 
f i l i a l accounts approved by the authority.in<harge at the time of^imes 
stipulated m the underwntmg contract. 
A^^de 11 Within fifteen days after the expiration of the undenvritiiig 
penod, the manager of the underwriting group shall submit an underwridng report 
o the authonty«m-charge. detailing the process and results of undenvridBg 
mcjudmg the names of all shareholders of B shares, the number of shares held 
and. the number of shares subscribed by the imdenvriters themselves upon 
expiration of the iindenvritirig period. 
r 
Chapter IV Trading in B shares 
Article 12 B shares shall be listed for trading at the Shenzhen Securities 
Exchange and traded in accordance with its rules and regulations. 
Article 13 . Authorised securities dealers may select overseas securities dealers 
that comply with the requirements of Article 4 hereof to act as their agents, who 
shall be entrusted with the sale and purchase of B shares overseas and others 
matter related to the trading in B shares. 
Article 14 The agency contract between the authorised securities dealer and 
its agent shall be submitted to the authority-in-charge for approval. 
Article 15 Investors buying or selling B shares must open an account with (. 
an authorised securities dealer or its agent in advance having submitted their 
personal identity cards, passports or legal person registradon documents. An 
investor's order to an agent of the sale or purchase of B shares may take one or 
several forms, in person, by telephone, cable, or letter. 
Article 16 Upon approval by the Shenzhen Bureau of the State 
AdministratioQ of Exchange Control, an authorised securities dealer may establish 
a B share dealing account with a bank (mcluding foreign invested banks) in 
Shenzhen. 
When subscribing for or buying or selling B shares directly through authorised 
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is .an overse^ account, no deposits or remittances may be made 
F v ^ l ^ J ^ l T M the approval of the exchange control depVtments. . 
i s y 
17. An individual investor delegating the purchase of B shares directly 
t? authorised securities dealer must pay a guarantee deposit of not less than 
…sixty per cent, of the market price of the shares purchased 
In the case of institutional investors buying B shares directly through authorised 
s f u^ti^ defers, the dealers shall decide whether or not a guailntee deposit 
should be paid and if so how much. ^ 
In the c^e of investors buying B shares through overseas agents, the overseas 
g j g whether or not a guarantee deposit should be paid and if so how 
Article 18 Fonvard buying and short selling of B shares are prohibited. 
V . 
Article 19 Directors, supervisors, managers and other senior management 
personnel of a listed company, or its promoters and major shareholders buying or 
selling B shares shall do so with reference to the provisions of the "Shenzhen 
Interim Measures for the Issuing of and Trading in Special Renminbi Shares" and 
other relevant provisions. 
Chapter V Clearing and Registration and Transfer of B Shares 
Article 20 The Shenzhen Securities Exchange may delegate banks that are 
approved by the authority-in-charge to handle on its behalf the clearing of B 
shares between or among authorised securities dealers, overseas agents and others. 
Authorised 
securities dealers and their overscs^ agents shall open, clearing 
accounts in banks approved by the authority-in-charge, into and out of which . 
funds for clearing may be remitted freely. ( 
Banks approved by the authority-in-charge shall take the notice of compledoa 
of transaction from the Shenzhea Securities Exchange as the basis for handling 
clearing. 
Article 21 The Sheozhea Securities Registrars Company Limited may 
delegate the banks described in Article 20 to handle on its behalf the depositing 
and registration, transfer, and the payment dividends in respect of B shares. 
( 
I I 
Article 22 Contracts to act on behalf of any person in handling the clearing, 
central depository, registration and transfer must be approved by the authority-in-
charge. 
-‘ “ 





o ^ l S o n ^ l ^ r h f registry for B shares shall record the name, nadooality. and 
Ssue? t S l ^ r f f ^ r r tion t^ the shares held, and no persons oth r than oa 
SSv r? i f ’ authorities, — those approved by the authority-in-charge 
s ^ L J L S f i n f o r m a t i o n . After B shares are tmded/authorisfd 
reS of^nv ^ over^ “agents v^hen handling the clearing shall inform the 
. ^^^es m the position of each client holding B shares, and 
througli such registrar handle the procedures for registration andtransf^ 
Authorised securities dealers or their overseas agents shall collect 
’ dividends on the shares on behalf of their clients. 
, for the foreign currency reference price, clearing. 
? o n f s o cm for B shares shall be United States dollars o 
Arfcle 26 Authorised securities dealers sh^Il charge fees for transactmg any 
l ^ f h j ' f h f r e s reference to the rates charged for similar dealings in ( 
Fees charged by overseas underwriters or overseas agents for handling B shares 
transactions nmy be agreed by them with the issuer or investor with reference to 
rates charged m Hong Kong for similar transactions. 
All fees charged for B shares transacdoas shall be paid in foreign exchange. 
Chapter VI Penalty Provisions 
Article 27 Authorised securities dealers who violate the relevant provisions 
pereof shall be dealt with with reference to the relevant provisions of the 
"Shenzhen Interim Measures for the Control of the Issue of and Trading in 
Shares." 
Aiticie 28 Overseas undenvriters or overseas agents who violate the relevant / 
provisions hereof shall be subject to the following penalties: L 
(1) a warn may be given; 
(2) disqualificadoQ as undenvriters or agents. 
I 
Chapter Vn Supplementary Provisions 
Article 29 These Implementing Rules shall be interpreted by the authority-in-
charge. 
i 
Article 30 These Implementing Rules sh^l be effective from the date of 
promulgation. 
Translation O Clifford Chance 1992 " 







SHENZHEN SECURITIES EXCHANGE OPERATING RULES FOR THE 
TRADING AND CLEARING OF B SHARES 79 
(Issued by the Shenzhen Securities Exchange 
OQ 31 Januaiy 1992) ’ 
Chapter I General Provisions 
/^ •c l e 1 . . These Rules (hereinafter referred to as the "B Share Operadnc 
^uJes ) are spec ally formulated in accordance with the "Shenzhen titeriin 
Measi^sfor the Control of the Issue and Trading of Shares" (hereinafter referred 
i? as the ^tenm Measures"), the -Shenzhen Measures for the Control of Special 
Reaminbi S ^ s " (hereinafter referred to as the "Contiol Measures"), a ^ t h e 
^ ^ n z h e n Seciinties Exchange Operating Rules" (hereinafter referred to as the 
Operating Rules ) m order to strengthen control over the listing of special 
r e m ^ b i shares (hereinafter referred to as "B shares") and ensure their normal 
trading and clearing. 
. • ( 
Article 2 Trading and clearing of all B shares listed on the Exchange must 
comply with these Rules. 
Chapter n Applications for Listing 
Article 3 Applications of companies for listing of B shares must be 
examined by the Exchange and refwrted to the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone 
Branch of the People's Bank of China (hereinafter referred to as the "authority-in-
chaige") for approval. 
Article 4 Listing 
examinatioQs shall be conducted in accordance with 
Articles 15, 37, 38, 39 and 40 of the Interim Measures and the Operating Rules. 
Article 5 Apart from the. documents which must be provided by an ( 
applicant in support of an application for listing of renminbi shares, the following 
documents must also be submitted to the Exchange with an application to list B 
shares: 
(1) the document from the authority-in-charge approving and consenting to 
the issue of 3 shares; 
(2) a report on the applicadoa to list B shares; 
(3) a B share prospectus and public notice of lis ting; 
(4) a B share imderwritmg agreement and its appendices; 
(5) a clearing agreement and its appendices executed between all relevant 
parties and a clearing bank authorised by the authority-in-charge; 
(6) past annua? statements of foreign exchange income and expenditure of 
the B share issuer and a forecast of its foreign exchange income and expenditure 
for the coming year; 
(7) a report on details of the issue of B shares; 
(8) a plan for the use of foreign exchange funds raised through the issue of 
B shares and a report on details of the use of such funds; and ‘ “ 




^ " s ^ = . 
mformatioa of the applicant to the authority-in^ch^T^^ ^ 
ap^>r^ val. Upon app^val by the authority-in^Jii^gHe a g k S S 
^i^ti^g contract at the Exchange, and after it hasb^en n o f f i ^ 
shall issue a notice of listing to the applicant. nxcnrnge 
” ^ , T ’ notice of listing aiid the listing contract shall be in duplicate 
and submitted to the authonty-in-charge for its record. ^ ^ ^ ^ 
” 0 Upon exaj^t ioQ by the Exchange and coofinnatioQ by the ( • 
; public notice of listing must be published at leastdiree 
days before the B shares are listed for trading. 
Chapter HI Centralised Trading 
d e 11 Official members of the Exchange may execute agency contracts 
with overseas securities dealers recognised by the Exchange only after such 
memlp^rs ^ v e been approved by the authority-in^harge as authorised domestic 
securities dealers. 
Authorised securities dealers approved by the authority-in-charge may send floor 
representatives to participate in the centralised trading in B shares at the 
Exchange. ‘ 
Article 12 B shares may be transferred only among overseas investors. 
Article 13 Authorised domestic securities dealers may accept orders directly f 
from overseas investors to buy and sell B shares or orders accepted overseas by 
their agents to buy and sell B shares in accordance with relevant provisions of the 
Control Measures. 
Article 14 Authorised securities dealers must prepare written orders in 
accordance with the instructions of their clients or their agents. Such orders shall 
be printed in accordance with the uniform format prescribed by the Exchange, the 
red f o m shall be for the buyer and the blue form for the seller. ’ 
A written order shall set forth the client's name, nationality, shareholder account 
number, the time of the order, the class and type of securities, the number of 
shares, price limit, the validity period, the signature and seal of the clerk handling 
the order, the client's signature and seal or code, the method by which the order 
was given (such as by telephone, cable, letter, or in person), and the following 
remarks: .. 
(I) if no validity period is given, an order shall be considered to be a day ) 
order; 
• . 
• CLIFFORD CHANCE 
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. n ! f by which the order is given should be specified-
( ) “ given by letter or cable, the l e t t e / ^ S t should be 31 
other necessa^ telecommunications facilities. S S ^ i S l ^ e f ^ n ^ 
piu;chase or sale transaction by telephone, the client or i t s S ^ s h ^ i = 
a signed document or written confirmation. agent shall also provide 
M ' c l e When accepdng orders, authorised securities dealers shall in the 
ue .m which such orders are accepted, record on each wriSn o r d S e t ^ e 
f^c^ivmg such order and its serial number. The orders s h ^ l ^ p ^ f ^ S Z 
accordance with the matters recorded thereon and their serial number^ 
f o ^ S g ' L s t f t t : dom ic securities dealers may not accept any of the 
(1) discredonaiy orders to choose on behalf of a client the class or tvoe of 
securities; ^ ^ 
or(gu. discretionary orders to decide on behalf of a client the quantity to buy ( 
(3) discretionary orders to decide on behalf of a client the price at which to 
buy or sell; ^ 
(4) discredonaiy orders to decide on behalf of a client to buy or sell. 
(5) orders to pay by instalment on behalf of a client; , 
(6) t i^actions guaranteeing gains to clients, sharing gains with them or 
compensating them for losses. 
Article 17 Longs and shorts of B shares are strictly prohibited. 
Article 18 ‘ Authorised securities dealers shall input client orders into the 
centralised market computer system of the Exchange promptly upon going through 
the procedure for accepting the orders for B shares. Transactions concluded may 
not be cancelled. Authorised securities dealers which buy or sell B shares on 
b e b ^ of clients shall prepare a sale and purchase report on the transactioQ day, 
notify their clients on the business day following the transactioQ day, and go ( 
through the clearing ^ d delive^ procedure at the authorised clearing bank on 
J + 3 in accordance with the trading mforandon issued by the Exchange. Trading 
information issued by the Exchange and verified to be error free may not be 
revoked. 
i^ticle 19 Sale and purchase reports shall be printed in accordance with the 
uniform format prescribed by the Exchange, the purchase report shall be red and 
saJes report shall be blue. Sale and purchase reports shall set forth the worker 
client's name, nationality, shareholder code, the date and time of conclusion of 
the transaction, the class and type of shares, the number of shares, the unit price, 
the price, the handling charge, the stamp tax. the exchange rate, the floor trading 
statement number, etc. 
I • ’ 
1 




Aj^cle 20 Upoa concluding a transaction, an authorised securities dealer 82 
complete, sign and seal in quadniplicate a sale or purchase report for B 
spar ’ retain one copy, send one copy to its client, one copy to the authorised 
cjearmg bank, and one copy to the Exchange. If the B shares are bought or sold 
through an authonsed overseas securities dealer's agent, the authorised domestic 
securities dealer shall specify oa a written mandate the quantities, units and 
amounts of each concluded transaction, and attach a copy of it as the first 
api^ndix to the sale or purchase report to be sent to the Exchange and the 
autnonsed clearmg bank. 
Article 21 B shares which an authorised domestic securities dealer receives 
oa behalf of clients shall be handled in accordance with the measures of the 
clearing bank authorised by the authority-in-charge coDceming the safekeeping of 
securities. ® 
^ c l e 22 A client (agent) shall be in breach of contract if it does not make 
delivery of the consideration or of the securities, in which event the authorised 
securities dealer acting on behalf of such client may unilaterally rescind a contract 
of mandate for sale and purchase, offset the purchase or sale and dispose of the / 
sums and securities received from its client on account of such a mandated sale ^ 
and purchase relationship. The proceeds of such disposal and the sums payable 
to the client may be consolidated to set off the payment obligations of the client 
described above and the obligations to pay damages arising out of such mandated 
sale and purchase relatdoiiship or rescission of contract. The client shall be liable 
for making up any deficient amount and any surplus shall be refunded to it. An 
authorised securities dealer which has acted as described above shall file a written 
report with the Exchange immediately, with a copy to the authorised clearing bank 
and the client. 
An authorised securities dealer shall have a lien on the sums and securities 
received from a client if such client is in breach of contract. 
Article 23 Disputes relating to sale and purchase of B shares arising after the 
coQcliLsioQ of a contract of mandate between an investor and an authorised 
domestic securities dealer shall be handled in accordance with the laws and 
regulations of the People's Republic of Chma and relevant provisions of the 
authority-in-charge. 
Article 24 The market for centralised trading of B shares at the Exchange ( 
shall open from Monday to Friday in two daily sessions, a moming session from 
9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., and an afternoon session from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Holidays for the market at the Exchange shall be the same as those prevailing 
for banks in Shenzhen. 
When the Exchange considers it necessary, the centraJised trading and closing 
hours may be changed upon reporting to the authority-in-charge. 
Article 25 Centralised trading of B shares must follow the principles of 
priority of price, time and client trading order (hereinafter referred to as "the 
three priorities"). 
Article 26 The opening price of securities initially listed for trading by price 
bidding shall be determined on the basis of the quantities and price of B shares 




cpmpatmg the opening price in the foregoing paragraph, the pre-listing 
s ^ taken as the base and. where theil is ncLLg pn^ o S 8 3 
m the m^ket price, it shall be proposed by the 
Aiticle27 The quantity of B shares quoted for sale and purchase must be 
one ro^d lot or multiples thereof, with 2000 shares per round lot, or simply 
referred to as a lot. ^ 
Article 28 The price of B shares quoted for sale and purchase shall be for 
ne share, denominated in Renminbi and paid in foreign currency. The formula 
for computing the price for each share in a foreign currency shall be as follows: 
Price per share in renminbi 
Price per share = 
in foreign currency Closing price for each unit of the foreign 
currency at the Shenzhen Foreign Exchange 
Adjustment Centre on the business day /• 
immediately preceding the selling date. v 
i ^ c l e 29 Each point in a quoted bid or offer price shall be five fen. The 
‘price to quoted daily on a share after opening must take its latest quotation or 
traded price as the base and not exceed two contiguous points therefrom. 
^^Jticle 30 Dealers shall have the obligation to keep all matters which their 
clients delegate to them in strict confidence and may not divulge such matters to 
third p ^ e s . Whenever the Exchange deems necessary, floor personnel may make 
enquiries from time to time. Replies to enquiries from the authority-in-charge, 
the judicial authorities and the supervision authorities shall be handled in 
accordance with the relevant provisions of the People's Bank of China and the 
Supreme People's Court on enquiries to financial institutions. 
Article 31 When coacurrently accepting orders from two or more clients to 
buy or sell the same quantity at the same price, an authorised securities dealer ( 
shill nevertheless conclude a transaction by quoting and bidding in accordance 
with the provisions of the Exchange. The Exchange shall have the right to impose 
n e c e s s ^ penalties, to the extent of terminadug dealers' participatioa in 
centralised trading, on dealers who privately settle over-the-counter dealings by 
wholly or partly offsetting orders to buy or sell B shares, or who mutually execute 
strips, straps and straddles over the counter. 
Article 32 A transaction for sale or purchase of B shares shall be ex-dividend 
or ex-rights if delivery is made after the record date on which no change to the 
register of shareholders is permitted (i.e. the' date oa which no transfer is 
permitted), which is.the reference date on which a listed company pays dividends 
or other benefits. 
Article 33 When the market is abnormal (such as at times of shajp.advance 
or decline), in order to stabilise the market, the Exchange may tak6 emergency 





B ^ S S s l l b/S?otewSs:for puterised auto_c matching operations for 
(1) Bid and offer quotatioos for computer transactions ^hall h^ „nnf . • 
terminals and effective only on the current day ^ mput via 
(2) Bid and offer quotations shall be input, one half hour before the market 
subject to cLge as the E^chaLge Say^em 
J ^ l „ For each tran^actioa, the input of bid and offer quotations shall include 
s -uen the dealer's code, the input serial L n b e e e t r S 
umber the type of order, the securities code, imit price and q u a n S S 
transaction type, and the input time, subject to change as e E x c h a n S v defm 
nate. A dealer shall input serial numbed in the s ^ d ^ a s ? 
. . rec^'ed.. Each t e m ^ shall be assigned separate serial n i ^ b m 
and skipping numbers is not permitted; 
( / L . ^ y P b i d ^ d offer quotations to the main computer at 
Ex^ha^ge’ the authorised securities dealers in the transaction shall print out a 
bid and offer quotation return; ^ ^ 
Bid and offer quotations may be limit quotations only; 
(6) . D^ers shall process via terminals any enquiries on bid and offer 
quotations for which no transaction has been concluded; 
(7) • Applications to cancel quotations shall be made via terminals When ( 
applying to change a bid or offer quotation’ the existing quotation must be 
cancelled first and a new quotation entered, unless reducing the quantity quoted. 
Article 35 Disclosure of market information on B shares shall be by public 
disclosure and specialist disclosure. Public disclosure screens shall be placed at the 
Exchange and at authorised securities dealers and their overseas agents. 
• During a market session, public screens shall disclose the trading prices from 
time to time. When disclosing bid and offer quotations, the highest bid and lowest 
offer shall be quoted, taking the latest trading price in the current session as the 
base. 
A specialist screen shall be displayed on the terminals of dealers, and bid and 
offer quotations may be disclosed from time to time within two points higher or 
lower than the latest trading price. 
Article 36 Once received by the main computer at the Exchange, bid and 
offer quotations on B shares shall be matched to conclude transactions in the order 
in which the quotations are received and in accordance with the principle of the 
three priorities. , 
Article 37 Bidding shall be by collective bidding and continuous bidding. 
Opening prices shall be determined by collective bidding. Closing prices shall be 
determined by averaging the trading prices of the last three transactions 
immediately before close of session. 
Article 38 Opening prices of B shares initially listed for trading or those ex-
rights or ex-dividend shall be determined by collective bidding. 
Article 39 If opening prices are determined by collective bidding, bid and 
offer quotations for which no transactioa has been concluded shall remain valid 
for continuous bidding in the same time sequence in which they, are input 
originally. 
If collective bidding fails to determine a opening price, it shall be determined 




40 In continuous bidding, prices shall be determined in accordance 
with the following principles within two successive points of the latest trading 85 
price in the current session or the current disclosed price: 
(1) the point matching the highest bid and the lowest offer; 
(2) if a bid (offer) is higher than an offer (bid), the point which is closest 
to the latest trading price in the current session or the current disclosed price shall 
be taken. 
… A j t i c l c 41 . Once a transaction is concluded, the participating dealers shall 
print out a trading return from their printers immediately. 
A trading return shall set forth the following: the dealer's code, the order 
number, the order type, the securities code, the quantity traded, the trading price, 
the amount traded, whether bought or sold, and the dme of conclusion. 
Items may be added or deleted as appropriate from the foregoing list. 
Article 42 . Every day at the close of the morning or afteraooa session, floor ( 
representatives from authorised dealers shall promptly verify with the Exchange ^ 
the securities' names, quantities, prices, the other party's dealer's code, the total 
amounts, the net number of shares and net payments to be delivered in respect of 
transactions concluded in the current session, and may not leave the Exchange hail 
until all accounts have been verified, signed and confirmed. 
Chapter IV Suspension, Resumption, and Delisting 
Article 43 Suspension, resumption and delisting of listed B shares s t ^ be 
done in accordance with the Interim Measures, with reference to the spirit of 
Articles 136-147 of Section 6 of Chapter EI of the Operating Rules. 
Article 44 If any of the following circumstances occurs to a listed company 
with issued B shares, the Exchange may advise the authority-in-charge to si^pend 
trading of its shares and implement such advice upon approval of the authority-in-
charge: ^ . . -
(1) failure to submit to the Exchange company reports or subrmssioa of 
untrue company reports including statements of foreign exchange income and 
expenditure and reports on financial and operating performance; 
(2) other circumstances which the Exchange considers would warrant a 
suspension. 
Artide 45 If any of the following circumstances occurs in the other related 
areas of the securities market, the Exchange may advise the authority-in-charge 
to suspend trading of shares and implement such advice upon approval of the 
authority-in-charge: . i w 
(1) occurrence of major changes m the mtemauoaal financial market 
affecting the Sheozhea financial and securities markets; : 
(2) occurrence of major yicidents in the.,transaction of B shares; 
I 
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s S ^ n s l o T ' ' circumstances which the Exchange considers would warrant a 
Aiticl? 46 Payment of dividends by a listed company shall under nomml 
circumstances be done in respect of A^ a^nd B shares c o n c S t l y If s S 
' • ' T r i T B l ^ T ^ ^ requirejividends to be paid non<oncuJ2ntIy 'rS^ct 
e l ^ T p r ^ c e S S . suspended in each case in accordice Kth 
A^cle 47 After the events referred to in Articles 44 45 46 have been 
resolved or basically resolved, trading may be resumed u ^ n ’the Exchange's 
approval of an application filed by the listed company or as the Excha^S^ag . 
consider appropriate under the specific circumstances. 
(. 
A ^ d 48 . If any of the following circumstances occurs, the Exchange may 
a^v^se the authonty-m-charge to delist a company's shares and implement such 
advice upon approval of the authority-in-charge: 
q ) the company with issued B shares having committed an act which 
seriously affects the normal operations of the Shenzhen securities market; 
(2) the company with issued B shares engaging in speculative trading of its 
own shares using insider information, seriously harming the interests of 
shareholders and disrupting the securities market; 
• (3) • the company with issued B shares being seriously affected by in a major 
international or inter-regional lawsuit; 
(4) other events which the Exchange considers would warrant delisting. 
Article 49 All announce ments of suspension, resumption and delisting of 
listed companies shall be transmitted to the media through the Exchange . 
o ' C. 
Chapter V Disclosure and Publicadoa of Market Informatioa 
Article 50. The Exchange shall make public disclosures of dealers' quotations 




Article 51 Bids and offers by authorised securities dealers shall be disclosed 
via the "Quoted Prices Disclosure Column" on terminals at the centralised trading 
market at the Exchange. 
• ,1 . 
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Aj^clf 52 Upon conclusion of a transaction at the centralised trading market 
at the Exchange, its closing price oa the previous day, opening price oa the 
current day, highest trading price, lowest trading price, latest trading price, total 
nm^t^r of shares traded, the Shenzhen Stock Price Index, etc. shall be disclosed 
OQ mformatloa boards and via on-line computer display systems. 
Artide 53 Quoted prices and market information at the centralised market 
at the Exchange shall be transmitted via on-line computer display systems to all 
dealer counters in the entire city and via TELERATE global telecommunications 
network to places abroad. 
Asdcle 54 • The centralised trading market at the Exchange shall mamfain a 
daily journal of the B share transactions concluded during the day, including the 
securities' names, prices, quantities, the seller and buyer dealers' codes, etc. and 
publish them upon closing of a session at the centralised trading market. 
-Article 55 The Exchange shall adjust the methods of disclosing market 
information and its contents as appropriate. 
c 
Chapter VI Clearing and Delivery 
* 
.Article 56 The Exchange shall, in accordance with the provisions of the 
implemenling rules for the Control Measures, delegate banks that are approved by 
the authority-in-charge to clear and deliver B shares between authorised securities 
dealers and overseas agents. 
Article 57 Upon approval of the Shenzhen Bureau of the State 
Administratioa of Exchange Control, authorised domestic securities dealers shall, 
in accordance with the Control Provisions, open B share trading accounts with 
banks in Shenzhen. Such accounts being offshore accounts, no domestic deposits 
or remittances may be made to them without the exchange control department's 
approval. 
Investors who buy or sell B shares directly through an authorised domestic 
securities dealer must make deposits and deliveries through the accounts stipulated 
in the foregoing paragraph. 
Article 58 When handling clearing upon concluding a transaction, authorised C 
securities dealers and overseas agents shall report to the B share registrar any 
changes to the B shares held by each shareholder. 
Article 59 B share trading information issued by the Exchange on each 
trading day shall be the only documentation on which a clearing bank should rely 
in conducting primary clearing and delivery. 
Article 60 Clearing and delivery between authorised domestic and overseas 
dealers who act as agents in the purchase and sale of B shares and the clearing 
banks shall be conducted in accordance with the following procedures: 
(1) Before 10:00 a.m. oa T+1’ the clearing bank shall obtain the B share 
trading information at the Exchange; 
- L 





CLIFFQRO CHANCE ―^i^MMiiminMiiiiiiiiiiII niB^saaaasg 
t r S L nt fore /2 :00 nooa on T+1, authorised dealers who have concluded 
t r ^ c t i o ^ shall trans t delivery instmcdons to the clearing bank. 8 8 
J l . 1, the clearing bank shall verify positions based 
on t^e documentatioa provided by the Exchange with that providedby the de^e^ 
(4) If no stakes have been detected, the clearing bank shall complete the 
t ^ h V y noon oa T . 3 based o^ a e trad ^ o U . ? ^ 
d J l r s a S u r S / c ^ ^ t r d L ^ f v ' e S ! shall notify the authorised 
. ( 9 u ^ payments from clients have not reached the accounts at the clearing 
e agent m the transaction shall advance such payments to comolete the 
clearmg and delivery. ^ 
i ^ c l e 61 If upon verification on T +1, the clearing bank discovers that the 
trading documentatioQ provided by the Exchange does not match up with that of 
each authorised dealer or that there has been short selling, the matter shall be dealt 
with as follows: 
(1) In the case of miinatched positions, the clearing bank shall notify the ( 
Exchange and the authorised dealers of the cause before 5:00 p.m. oa T+1, the 
authorised dealers shall notify the clearing bank of the corrections before 3:00 
p.m. on T+2 , and the clearing bank shall complete the clearing and delivery on 
T 3, 
(2) In the case of short selling, the clearing bank shall notify the dealers 
before 5:00 p.m. on T+1, the dealers must cover their positions on T+2, and the 
clearing bank shall complete the delivery on T+3. 
Article 62 Disputes between authorised dealers or between such dealers and 
the clearing bank arising out of verification of positions, clearing, and delivery 
wilich cannot be resolved through consultatioa by the relevant parties shall be 
submitted to the. arbitration committee of the Exchange for arbitradon in 
accordance with its arbitration rules. Such arbitration committee shall have 




Article 63 In order to ensure a smooth clearing and delivery process, 
authorised domestic dealers acting as agents for overseas securities agents must 
require the overseas agents to provide a credit line from a bank. Authorised 
domestic dealers shall exercise their discretion based on such credit lines in 
accepting the total amount of orders from the overseas agents. 
A crearing bank shall be responsible for monitoring such credit line, that is, to 
ensure payment can be made from the credit line for clearing and delivery 
purposes on T+3. If such credit line is cancelled, the clearing bank shall be 
notified ten business days in advance, and it shall notify the relevant authorised 
dealers on the day of notice. 
Article 64 If an authorised overseas dealer fails to make delivei^ y on T + 3, 
a drawdown shall be made OQ the credit line immediately. • 
I .. 
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” c l e 65 In the case of a long preventing clearing and delivery to be 
. eff^ted on T+3 , clearing and delivery may be extended to T+4. If clearing and 89 
deliv are not completed by T+4. the clearing bank shall designate a broker to 
the purchased shares oa T+5, the buyer's broker in default shall pay the 
difference to the seller's broker, and shall be fined at 0.05 per cent, per diem of 
the transacdoii amount, which shall be paid by the buyer's broker to the seller 
through its broker. 
…..Article 66 . In the case of a short preventing clearing and delivery to be 
effected on T+3, the positions must be covered by T+5. Failing which, the 
clearing bank shall designate a broker to cover the positions, the difference shall 
be paid by the seller's broker in default to the buyer's broker, and a fine of 0.05 
per cent, per diem of the iransaction amount shall be levied, which shall be paid 
by the seller's broker to the buyer through its broker. 
Article 67 Authorised dealers of B shares having floor representatives at the 
Exchange must deposit a mutual guarantee fund with the Exchange in foreign • 
exchange in the amount equivalent to Rmb500,(XX) and pay other fees to the ( 
Exchange before they conduct trading in B shares. 
Mutual giiarantee funds shall be managed in accordance with the Operating 
Rules of the Exchange. 
Article 68 In the event clearing and delivery fail to be effected on T+3, a 
clearing bank shall to the extent possible provide short-term credit to ensure a 
smooth clearing and delivery process. 
Article 69 If delivery cannot be completed on T+5, the clearing bank shall 
notify the Exchange and the domestic and overseas authorised dealers before 5:00 
p.m. on the same day and dealt with the situation as follows: 
(1) The authorised domestic dealer shall immediately suspend further orders 
to act as agent and file a report to the authority-in-charge and the Exchange for 
the record; 
(2) If an authorised dealer fails to complete clearing and delivery, the 
Exchange shall immediately suspend further trading of B shares by such dealer ( 
and file a report to the authority-in-charge for its record; • 
(3) If a broker has been penalised and suspended from trading for more than 
three times, the matter shall be referred to and be dealt with, by the authority-in-
charge. 
Article 70 In coaductmg primary clearing and delivery, a clearing bank must 
withhold the relevant taxes on behalf of the Shenzhen taxation authorities and 
transacdon fees on behalf of the Exchange, and transfer such sums into the 
account of the Exchange with the clearing bank. Stamp tax shall be transferred to 
the Shenzhen taxation authorities on a monthly basis. 
Article 71 Share depositary banks or securities depositary companies shall 
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C l i S S I L n n ^ h e / e of B sh^es for purposes of conversion into foreign 
l E d l l a ^ ^ r S L dends etc. shall be denominated in Hong Kong dollars 'or 9 0 
Chapter Vn Fees ‘ 
I i s ^ t e ? t o ‘ s ^ e s - t o be listed on the Exchange shall pay 
Aiticlc 74 The type, level and method of payment of listing fees for B 
accordance with Chapter VI of the Operating Rules of the 
i ^ c l e 75 In aU cases, the standard rates for commission of 0 6 per cent 
d stamp t p of 0.3 per cent, on the actual traded amount shall be payable by the 
puyer and ^eseUer respectively to their authorised securities dealers delegated to 
d sell B shares. Commissions and stamp taxes shall be paid in Hong Kons 
dollars or United States dollars. ^ ^ 
T p rate to be charged by authorised overseas agents delegated to buy and sell 
B snares shall be agreed upon by the Exchange and such agents. ( 
Aiticl? 76 Authorised securities dealers may not arbitrarily or in a disguised 
form raise or lower the rate of commission to be collected for acting as agents in 
the purchase and sale of B shares. No commission shall be charged for mandated 
purchases and sales of B shares which fail to conclude. 
Article 77 If a client fails to pay commission for its mandated sale or 
purchase of B shares, the authorised securities dealer shall have the right to 
instruct the clearing bank to deduct such sum from the client's cash account. 
Article 78 A transacdoQ handling fee of 0.1 per cent, of the amount traded 
shall be payable by an authorised securities dealer to the Exchange in respect of 
the.B shares bought or sold at the centralised trading market at the Exchange, 
whicli shall b^ paid via bank transfer through an authorised clearing bank. Late 
or outstanding payments shall be subject to a per diem penalty of 0.03 per cent, 
of the traded amount. In desling with refusals of payment of the transaction, 
handlii^g fee, the Exchange shall have the right to suspend participatioa in 
centralised trading until such fee has been settled. 
• •• 
Chapter VHI Supplementary Provisions 
Article 79 These Rules shall be interpreted by the Exchange. 
Article 80 These Rules shall be effective upon approval of the authority-in-
charge from the day of promulgation. 
I I 
Translation e Clifford Chance 1992 
David Ho 32j20131.gz 29-5-1992 
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Appendix E 
SHANGHAI CHLOR-ALKAU CHEMICAL CO., LTD. 
• • • • V 9 1 
f 7>» /V islahlishe/i in the P<-<>{>ic'iKi^tuhtic <,f China I .. 
•iv • ‘ - . . . . . . • . . . . . 
' , , • . _ 
• ‘ \ . • 
‘ . •. 
PLACING OF 24,000,000 SHARES 
OF NOMINAL VALUE RMB 10 EACH 
OFFER PRICE: RMB 52.50 PER SHARE 
(PAYABLE IN UNITED STATES DOLIARS AT 
US$7.985 PER SHARE) 
./ • - - • - • .. • ... . . •. . 
APPLICATION HAS BEEN MADE TO LIST THE B SHARES 
ON THE SHANGHAI SECURITIES EXCHANGE 
. I 
AND DEALING IS EXPECTED TO COMMENCE ON 31ST JULY, 1992 
• •• 
LEAD MANAGER 
_ V Q 
SHANGHAI SHENYII^ Sl^CURmES COMPANY 
• • • • : • • - • • . •“ 
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• • • r . 
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• 1 - , 
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( A s i a ) Lirniicd ( A s i a ) L imi ted ( " K.) Umitcd 
P a c i f i c Capi ta l S u n H u n g Kai I n v e s t m e n t S ^ W i c c s W a r d l c y C o r p o r a t e F i n a n c c 
( A s i a ) Limited L imi ted . L imited 
Standard Chartered Asia LimUcd i 
• • . • - .. - • 
• • 
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ISSUE STATISTICS I 
i Market capitalisation based on the issue pr.cc. i 93 • 
of tlie A Shares and (he B Shares • 
approximately Rmb 4,456 million • 
Price-earnings ratio for the B Share Issue ‘ ( I 
(on the basis of profit after laxation I 
bm before unusual item) (Note 6) | 
, lifnes I 
Notes: I 
. = = = = = = - — — .. I 
2. I -" n .V .e , — i 
inbi against the relevant foreign current hVl^ e'lTT ‘ ^  ^t December. ,991. of the | 
omfnated debt. The Directors intend : of the Company's non-Renminbi 
Share Issue. Th. unusua( loss .s therefore ^ " ^  ^ ^ ^ “ ^ • subsequent .o e B 
3. The calculation of forecast earnings per Share is b^^iv^ / f 
item for the year ending 31 st OecLber , 9^ 2 and hi / ^ !:" P-m after taxation but before unusual 
expected to be in issue during (he year i = , t ‘of approximately 66.336J 1 5 Shares [ 
••Interested in 50.538.000 Re nbiT = ? ^^  —le's Government has been 
Jhe net proceeds from the Renn^fobi Share , s s ! e not (ate than 30 h , benefit of I 
have the benefit of the n. proceeds .o. (he B = Z h ^ ^ he Co.panv w 
‘ on the Was. of 
31st December, 1992 document, and 83.181.000 Shares expected to be in issue at 1 1 
vii I I 
INFORMATION RELATING TO THE COMPANY 
‘ • • +• ‘ - .j - : . • — - ^ ^ H 
USE OF PROCEEDS 
.i es, savings from ,he repayment of deb. will a.oun, ,0 o l J L ^ l J ^ S ^ Me 
FUTURE PROSPECTS AND DEVELOPMENT 
SCAC'sJmmed.ate priority is to bring the operating level of the six new facilities to levels & 
approaching full capacity. s 
•'•'A''. 
W t b ve that the VCM, the suspension PVC and the caustic soda facilities 
the P ^ f fVC production facflity (which is expected to enter into the production s U ^ l n . • 
;sec ha for 1992) wil l Increase their output materially during the second half oM 9^2 and 
I ake a substant.al contribution, net of attributable depreciation charges and merest expends < 
'itlHw' m / ' ' ' - he Directors also expect that these new f a c i l L wil l be o ^ ^ " % 
close to the r tull capaat es m 9 9 3 , in accordance with the Company's development plan. 
Output from the new CTC facility and bleaching powder facility currently amount to less M 
per cent, of full capacities and are considered to be in their pre-production period. 
These two new taal.t.es are expected to enter production in 1993 and are expected to make a 
positive contribution to the Company's performance as from that year. i^ V 
• . . 
. . . . 
The Company is also considering a further phased increase in its PVC production capacity 
rrom 200.000 to 260,000 tons per annum within three years, subject to a full feasibility study 
mcludmg the determination of the adequacy of ethylene supply. Such expansion would involve f 
an investment or the order of US$20 million at 1992 prices. In addition, the Company is I 
considering increasing its involvement in plastic products, which utilise PVC as their principal 
raw material, and is investigating a number of other downstream projects. ^ 
The Directors are confident of the Company's ability to adapt to changing world market . 
conditions and to anticfpate major trends in the industrial chemical sector. Given the strength of 
the current economic climate in the PRC and the modern and technologically advanced facilities . 
lit the Company's disposal, (he Directors believe that the outlook for the Company is most % 
encouraging. The Directors consider (hat the Company's performance in 1993 wil l reflect the 
eftecls of most of (he new production facilities approaching their tuli design capacity, as well as M 
the benefits to be derived from having become <i listed company wiil i a broad shareholder base 
mcl a gixMtly enhanced international profile. jg 
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PROFIT FORECAST H 
‘ - se. ou .Appena. and . .He 
year ending 3 U, Deccn, J T 9 9 ! before unusual i.en, for .he 
per Share of Rn,b 2.593 :?, ,_ ' T ‘ r^-ems 
— — - : i 
0 
item r b - i s the above, the Directors forecast that the profit after taxation and unusual ! | 
Item for the year ending 31st December, 1992 wil l be approximately Rmb 131 million , H 
• :: 
INTENTIONS REGARDING DIVIDENDS 
The Company wil l pay dividends once annually in accordance with the proposed Articles, 
the full text of wh.ch is set out in Appendix III. The quantum of dividends to be distributed each 
V^ar w.II be proposed by the Board of Directors, whose current intention is to distribute not less 
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A ENDIX I — FINANCIAL S T A S ^ M 
INTRODUCTION 
The Company prepares its accounts according to PRC accounting principles which m j 
• n many respects from International Accounting Standards. On account of the international 
nature of the B Share Issue, the Managers have appointed independent international auditors to 
provde restatements of (he accounts as provided by the statutory auditors of the Company The 
mtemanona auditors have performed a limited review of the financial statements of the Company 
tor the two years ended 31st December. 1989 and 1990 and a full audit of the net assets and 
results of the Company as at and for the year ended 31st December, 1991. The major differences 
… b e t w e e n PRC accounting practices and International Accounting Standards are set out in section 
2 of the Independent Accountants' Report. 
With the change of the status to a joint stock limited company, the Company is required to 
produce accounts In accordance with the financial regulations applicable to joint venture 
enterprises as established by the Ministry of Finance of the PRC These regulations are similar to J 
International Accounting Standards except for certain differences. However, as from 1992 the 
Company intends to prepare its accounts according to International Accounting Standards besides 
its statutory accounts and to appoint international auditors in addition to its statutory auditors. 
] ‘ 
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FINANCIAL $TATEMFNJT< 
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS' REPORT ‘ 
. i 
A r t h u r 2 5 t h F i o o r 
A n d e r s e n W.-ng on centre 
AkMilUKANDKKSI^Nco.,s.c 1 1 I Connaught Road 
Central 
Hong Konj^ 
. I I 
‘ 
28th june, 1992 
To: ‘ 
N M Rothschild & Sons (Hong Kong) Limited 
Smith New Court Securities Limited 
Shanghai Shenyin Securities Company 
I , •‘ 
Dear Sirs, 
‘ I 
Shanghai Chloro-Alkali Complex ("SCAC"), formerly known as Shanghai Electrochemical i 
a -ate-owned enterprise established in the People's Republic of China (t ^ ^ [ 
— the f WH.CH — . 19 J, ^  | 
1 
I. 
We have audited the Statement of results of operations of SCAC for the year e'nded 31st 
December, 1991 and of the net assets as at that date ("financial statements") DetailTof h 
f,n , statements are set out in Sections 4 and 5 below. Our audit was made in accordance \ 
w, Internafonal Audltmg Guidelines Issued by the International Federation of Accountants 
and, accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures 
as we considered necessary in the circumstances. 
e have also performed a limited review on the Statements of results of operations of } 
for each of the two years ended 31st December, 1989 and 1990 {"statutory accounts") 
Tf^ose statutory accounts were prepared in accordance with the accounting principles and the I 
relevant fmanaal regulations applicable to state-owned enterprises as established by the Ministry 
ot Fmance of the PRC. They were not audited by us but were audited by other Certified Public 
Accountams in the PRC. The accounting policies adopted in the preparation of those statutory M 
accounts differ m certain respects from International Accounting Standards ("IAS") The scope of i 
our review was limited to identifying adjustments needed to restate those statutory accounts tor ! 
compliance with IAS. The adjustments were identified primarily through inquiries of and 
discussions with management of SCAC, and our knowledge gained from the audit of the financial I 
statements of SCAC for the year ended 31 st December, 1991. j 
We were not^j^to verify the phvsir.ll c,nnn(?fiPs of a major inventory iteni_orsrAr ‘ 
namely salt, due to the nature of the product and the method in which ii is stored. Also* SCAC “ 
perform <i physical count of the q t i nn t i t i e ^n a periodic basis and its perpetual 
records do not permit adequate retroactive verification of the nventoTTTThe | l 
book values of this invenlory item as at 31st December. 1990 and 1991 were approximalely j 
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‘ … . FINANCIAL STATEMENT^ 
- = = = = = . s. % 
fhin f,.n •• L^ ecemoer, 1991, three of (he new plants were operating at 
= = ‘ -ee were in their — c l ^ ^ 
.s at 31st December 9 9 I ^ f ms, c.rried a, approximately Rmb 1.8 billion 
‘ s dependent upon the success of,SCAC's future operations. 
In our opinion, subject to the effect of such ndjustments if any as mi.ht h . u 
and 1991, .or to make adequate retroactive tests of such quantities as of those dates and 
… t h e outcome of the uncertainties referred to in the preceedlng paragraph J n \ n o T n t e 
Statement of results of operations of SCAC for the year ended S i ' December 1991 I d ^ ! 
net assets as at that date together with the notes thereon give, for the purpose f the l n w l r 
dated • 1992, a and f a . v L of the S 
nded 3ist December 1991 and of the net assets of SCAC as at that date In conformity : 
IAS The resul s of SCAC for the two years ended 31st December, 1989 and 1990, as restated to 
confor to AS under the principal accounting policies set out in Section 3 below are sent 
in Sect on 4 below tor information and comparison purposes only. We do not exp J s an 
opinion on them. ^ ^ ^ ^ an 
1. Organisation and activities in development stage . 
SCAC is a leading manufacturer of caustic soda and polyvinyl chloride ("PVC") in 
th : PRC Its main products include caustic soda, liquid chlorine, hydrochloric acid, fluoride 
re^ngerant, PVC and polytetrafluoroethylene. SCAC reports to the Shanghai Chemical 
Bureau which Is the administrative authority in charge of the chemical industry in 
Shanghai. ‘ 
SCAC is made up of an Old system and a New system. 
,The Old system started operations in 1959 and its main products include caustic 
soda, liquid chlorine, hydrochloric acid, sodium hypochlorite solution, chlorinated paraffin, 
pofytetrarluoroethylene etc. 
I 
I 44 J 
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= = plan. ^ . H nnanced almost entirely by 99 
Of each Of .ese new P ^ ^ 
Carbon 
, . V — l High Test Tetrachloride 
Suspension Chloride Calcium m C ) and 
= - s,ePVC Hypo- ( P J : 
Caustic ( “ r v C M " ) rP-PVC) chlorite ethylene 
‘ nt Resin Plant Plant Resin Plant Plant ^ 
(a) Construction 
- d ^ • 5/S7 5/87 ‘ • n/88 5/89 n/88 ^ 
(b) Estimated annual 
I'ulf production 
capacity ( _ 150,000 . 200,000 . 20,000 000 10,000 
(c) Actual production (tons) . . 
-Year ended 31st 
December, 1991 78,576 100,008 105.656 ,383 _ : 
(d) Major Products Liquid and S-PVC VCM P-PVC Calcium Carbon 
lid Caus j^c Resin Resin Hypochlorite Tetrachloride 
Soda , „ , . 
and Perchloro-
ethylene 
svst and S;PVC resin are the r revenue generating products of the New 
system together accounting for substantially all of the total sales of the New system for the 
year ended 31st December, 1991. 
According to a feasibility study report for the New system prepared by the Chengdu 
m ca Engineering Corporation in 1987 for submission to the Shanghai Municipal 
Covemment, the production capacity of the New system was designed to reach 58 per 
cent, or as normal full capacity in year 5 (1991), 76 per cent, in year 6 (1992) and 100 per 
cent, in year 7 0 993). 
As . t 31st December, 1991, three of the new plants (namely the caustic soda plant | 
S-PVC plant and VCM plant) were operating at between 50 per cent, and 53 per cent of I | 
lhe,r full production capacity and the other three were still in their pre-production period … I | 
In 1992, SCAC management estimated thai the production capacity tor the former three I 
plants would be between 65 per cent, and 80 per cent i ' ' 
. . j I 
]I 
: - znz J 
31st o T r T Z ' V o V ! ' " new plants amounted to approximately Rmb 1.8 billion as a f ^ 
: J J ^ ^ l T accounting for approximately 70 per cent, of total assets of s S ^ % 
• I . . . . . . 
For purposes of financial reporting in the .ccompnnying financial statements, a plant 
|s s, red as being in its pre-production period until it has reached 50 per cem o f t 
=r!oduction capacity. See Section 3 for accounting treatment of plants in pre-production 
… he realisation of SCAC's investments in the new plants is dependent upon the 
success of SCAC's future operations. The following are key factors to SCAC's future success: 
- S C A C ' s ability to successfully obtain continuous and Increased supply of 
ethylene, a key raw materia for the VCM plant which in turn provides the raw 
materials for the S-PVC plant, P-PVC plant and CTC plant. Ethylene is presently -
supplied entirely by the Shanghai Petrochemical Complex. SCAC's management 
plans to secure additional sources of ethylene supply in the near future. 
- SCAC's ability to resolve certain technical problems with the CTC plant and 
the P-PVC plant. SCAC has had to interrupt production in these two plants on 
occasions in 1992. SCAC's management is addressing the technical issues to 
bring the two plants to norma production. 
SCAC's ability to obtain alternative/low-cost financing to fund its future 
operations. Investments in the new plants were funded almost entirely by bank 
loans and proceeds from issuance of bonds. Total bank loans and bonds as at 





Interest rates on the above bank loans and bonds range from approximately 3 
per cent, to 15 per cent. Total interest charges on these bank loans and bonds (expensed 
and capitalised) for the year ended 31st December. 1991 amounted to approximately Rmb 
1 29 million. 
See Sections 4 nnd 5 below for further tin.incinl In form nt ion related to the Old 
system and the New system. 
lliL .-•: :. 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Basis of presentation 
‘ I 
I I 1 0 1 
and i J ^ ^ ^ l S j w n r ' " . " 4 and 5 below w e . prepared in Renn.nbi 
which were prepared in . r m r r l . n . at used m the statutory accounts, 
financial r e g u ^ o n ^ ! sL', accouming principles and the relevant 
of Finance of ^ : enterprises as established by the Ministry 
international = i^s ^^^ made because of the 
28th June, 1992 applies the Information Memorandum dated 
f o l l o w e r adjustments made to conf to .AS and other adiustn.ents included the 
t 
- Provision for bad and doubtful debts; 
- Provision for inventory obsolescence; 
- = of depreciation on fixed assets to reflect more realistic economic 
s 
- D e p r e c i a t i o n of plants operating at 50 per cent, or more of production capacity; 
Reclassification of certain income or expense items directly charged to statutory 
reserves as charges to profit before taxation; 
- A d j u s t m e n t for capital items charged to profit before taxation, primarily relating 
to the principal portion of certain loan repayments; 
- A d j u s t m e n t for sales in respect of certain goods sold outside of Shanghai 
recognised on cash basis; 
.. I 
- R e v e r s a l of general and administrative expenses capitalised In finished goods; 
- C a p i t a l i s a t i o n of loan interest expenses and foreign currency revaluation 
differences prior to the completion of the related construction-in-progress and 
the pre-production period; 
- Recognition of revaluation differences on monetary assets and liabilities 
denominated in foreign currency at prevailing foreign exchange rates at the 
balance sheet dates; ‘ 
I 
- Adjustment for unrecorded interest expense on bank loans (error adjustment); j 
and ‘ I 
- Recognition of benefits derived from the exemption of product sales tax. 
— — i 
— 1! :i 
— I . 11 i 
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APPENDIX i FINANCIAL S T V v F i M ^ ^ J 
Further details with respect to the net impact of IAS adjustments on the statOtg; 
financial statements are included in Section 6 below. ^ 
. . . 
‘ . . J , . ••• • 
3. Principal nccounling policies adopted for restatement fo conform to IAS 
• I • : i 
‘ • 1 . • 
SCAC follows ciccounting principles and policies established by the Ministry of 
Finance of the PRC The following accounting policies were adopted in restating the 
financial information of SCAC to comply with IAS: 
-.• Investments in subsidiaries and contractual joint ventures 
, A subsidiary is defined as an enterprise in which SCAC (i) holds more than 50 
per cent, of the equity interest as a long-term investment and (ii) has the power to 
cast the majority of votes at meetings of the management committee. 
A contractual joint venture Is a venture between two or more venturers whose 
rights and obligations with respect to the venture are specified in a contractual joint 
venture agreement which gives the venturers joint control over the venture. No 
single venturer is in a position to control unilaterally the activity of the venture. 
Investments in subsidiaries and contractual joint ventures are stated at cost less 
provision for permanent diminution in value. 
The results of operations and net assets of the subsidiaries and contractual joint 
ventures are not consolidated nor accounted tor on the equity basis tor the purpose 
of the restatement to conform to IAS, because they are not material to the results of 
operations and net assets of SCAC taken as a whole (see Section 5(b) below). The 
results of these enterprises are dealt with in the Statement of results of operations to 
the extent of dividend income received and receivable from them. 
(h) Long-term investments 
Long-term investments are stated at cost less provision for permanent diminution 
in value, if any. 
(c) Fixed assets and depreciation 
Fixed assets are staled at cost less accumulated depreciation. Depreciation of 
t'ixed assets is provided using the straight-line method over their estimated useful 





Plant and machinery 10-15 
Furniture, fixtures and office equiprnem 5 
^ 
I 
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(d) Construction-in-progress 
, j 103 
Construction-in-progress represents factories and office buildings under 
construction and is slated at cost. This includes the costs of construction, plant and 
machinery, and furniture as well as interest charges and exchange differences arising 
from borrowings used to finance the construction during the construction and the 
pre-production period. 
I ‘ 
I (e) Pre-production costs 
: N e w manufacturing plants operating at below 50 per cent, of full production 
capacity are considered as being in their pre-production period. Revenue, costs and 
expenses attributable to manufacturing plants in their pre-production period are 
capitalised as pre-production costs and amortised over a period of 5 years from the 
time the plant can technically operate at 50 per cent, or more of its full production 
capacity. 
(f) Inventories 
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost, calculated on the first-in, first-out 
method, and net realisable value. Costs of finished goods comprise direct materials, 
direct labour and an attributable proportion of production overheads. Net realisable 
value is calculated as the estimated net selling price less ail further costs of production 
and the related costs of marketing, selling, and distribution. 
t - . 
(g) Taxation 
For the year ended 31st December, 1991, product sales tax and income taxes 
were provided for in accordance with PRC tax regulations applicable to State-owned 
enterprises (See Section 4(b) below). 
Deferred taxation is provided for using the liability method in respect of tax-
effects arising from material liming differences which are expected to crystallise in 
the foreseeable future. 
(h) Foreign currency translation 
SCAC maintains its books and records in Renminbi. Foreign currency transactions 
are translated into Renminbi at the applicable rates of exchange quoted by the 
Shanghai Foreign Exchange Transaction Centre ("Swap Centre") prevailing at the 
dates of the transactions. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign 
currencies at year end are translated into Renminbi at the applicable Swap Centre 
rales prevailing at the balance sheet date. Exchange differences that are attributable 
to the translation of foreign currency borrowings for the purpose of financing the 
construction of plani and machinery and other major fixed assets, for periods through 
their construction to the end of pre-production period as defined in Section 3(e) 
above, are included in the cost of the respective fixed assets or construction-in-
. 49 
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:: progress. Other exchange differences are included in the determination of net profit 
for ihe respective years. ^ ^ 
104 ‘ 
(i) • Sales 
Sales represent total net invoiced value of goo^ls supplied to customers, and. 
are recognised upon delivery of goods. ‘ 
4. Results of operations 
… The following summary includes the Statements of results of operations of SCAC for 
each of the years ended 31st December, 1989, 1990 and 1991, prepared on the bases set 
out in Sections 2 and 3 above, after making such adjustments as were identified by us as 
being necessary to conform to the accounting principles of IAS. 
Not audited by Year 
Arthur Andersen & Co. ended 31st 
Year ended 31st December, December, 
1989 1990 1991 
Notes RmbVOO RmbVOO RmbVOO 
Note (c) 
Sales 327,196 374,929 940,221 
Sales tax (b) (42,402) (48,302) (22,769) 
Cost of sales (204,034) (236,261) (672,140) 
Gross profit - amount 80,760 90,366 245,312 
-percentage 24.7% 24.1% 26.1% 
Selling, genera and 
administrative expenses (28,416) (33,688) (93,219) 
Other income (expenses), net (1,870) 7,395 (27,951) 
Profit before financing 
charges and taxation 50,474 64,073 124,142 
Interest expense (3,267) (14,359) (120,851) 
Profit before taxation (<i)&(b) 47,207 49,714 3,291 
(The figures for 1989 and 1990 represent only results of the Old system as the New 
System was still totally in its pre-production period.) 
I 
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Notes: 
(a) Profit before taxallon 1 0 5 
This is .irrived ‘ t ofter chorj i ing (crediting) the fo l lowing 
Not audi ted by Year 
Ar thur Andersen & Co. ended 31 si 
Year ended 31sl December, December 
1989 1990 i99i' 
, Rmb'OOO Rmb'OOO 
Provision for bad and doublful debts 77] 1192 
Provision lor inventory obsolescencc 1 749 , '495 ^ ' | 
Depreciation of fixed assets 5,868 7 4 0 4 83 OSO i 
Amortisation of pre-production costs _ ‘ ' I 
Provision for stall welfare and bonus 9,823 16 3 1 ; 21 SgS ’ 
Conir ibut ions to statutory pension scheme 2,688 ‘ 3 1 7 1 3 '340 
Interest expenses, net of interest capitalised 3,267 14'359 120'8S1 
Exchange (gain) loss - ( , .010) 5:491 
(b) Taxation 
Old System 
Under a management contract signed between SCAC. the Shanghai Bureau of Finance '' 
and the Shanghai Bureau of Chemical Industry on 26th March. 1988. the O ld system was 
committed to pay a fixed amount of income tax as fo l lows: 
1989 Rmb 30.9 mi l l ion 
1990 Rmb 31.6 mi l l ion .. 
1991 Rmb 32.2 mi l l ion 
1992 Rmb 32.8 mi l l ion 
The O l d system was also required to make contr ibut ions lo the State Energy, 
Communicat ion and Transportation Project Fund and State Budget Regulatory Fund ("ETBR 
conir ibutions") wh ich represent PRC government taxes. 
In addit ion, the Old system was also subject to product sales tax wh ich ranges from 10 | 
per cent, to 15 per cent, of sales. | 
O n 5th June. 1992. in connection wi th the proposed issuance of B Shares and the change 
of status from State-owned enterprise to a joint stock l imi ted company, the Shanghai Bureau of j 
Finance has confirmed the fol lowing changes in the O l d system tax structure effective 1st 
January, 1992: 
- income lax shall be levied ai 27 per cent, of income before tax instead of at a 
t'ixed committed amount 
- exemption from the ETBR contr ibutions 
I I I 
- replacement of the product sales tax w i th the Industrial and Commercial j| 
Consolidated Tax ("ICCT"), wh ich ranges from JO per cent, to 12 per cent. 
New system 
The New system was considered to be in a pre-product ion phase I'roni inception in 1987 
l(, 1992 by the Shanghai Munic ipal Government and w.is ihus cxempicd from paying income | 
lax and ETBR coniributions .is a sMte-owned enterprise. Dur ing this prc-procluction period, it . 
was also exempted from paying the product sales tax. In . iddit ion, il received cash rebates from 
Shanj^hai Tax Bureau for nil iis cxporl sales .it approxinmiely 19 per ccni. 
• 
On 5th )une, 1992. the Shanghai Burcou of Finn nee confirmed (he inconic t.ix cxcmplion j' 
siaius of the New system for ”•>92. The New system wou ld be exempted ironj ETBR conir ibui ioi is 
and product sales tax. However, cffcctivc Isl I.inuory, the N'cvv s y s t e m sIi.tII be subject to 
'j » 
• - - i 
^ 
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• fo. of ICCT for S-PVC an. P-A _ 
. “ = = = = = 'He or ‘ 
K…e “SC ,o perm^nen. differences )‘ 7 'AS.f ms which 
o, obtaining ioint venture status as descr ; 1 ; 7 v a r ” ificahtly 
l ‘ d e d in the statutory accounts of he ^ ^ ^ , ; ' ^ 
= r - a P - … 3 7 , = 
(c) Breakdown of resuHs by System 
“ t ^ e n s e d Statements of results of opcr.ifions of the O ld svsicm .nri m , 
year ended 3 Is December, 1991 are as fol lows: ^ "nd the New system for the 
O ld System New System Tofal 
Rmh'OOO Rmb'OOO 
Sales , 
Sales tax/refund ] = ' = ^45.870 940,221 
Cost of sales 24.034 (22,769) 
(405.388) ,(672,140) 
Gross profit _ 
Semng, general and administrative expenses ( L 433) ( S f i l s M 
Interest and other expenses, net ' 9 5 2 3 <93,219) 
^ 3 9 , 2 7 9 ) (148,802) 
Profit (loss) before taxation o . ^ 
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5. Net assets 
j 107 
F = = r = = = = 
necessary to conform to the accounling principles of IAS. ’ cons dered 
Notes Rmb'OOO 
Assets Note (i) 
Current assets 
Cash and bank deposits 
Accounts receivable and notes receivable net 
Inventories, net , , 141,708 
_ (3) 137 579 
Prepayments and other current assets ‘ 
1 70,404 
Total current assets 
627,365 
Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries 
and contractual joint ventures (b) 26 220 
Other long-term investments / j 
r- . (c 6,647 
Fixed assets, net , 
. (d) 1,381,227 Construct on-m-progress ^^^ 
Pre-production costs, net 14 098 
Total non-current assets 1,960.801 
Total assets 2,588,166 
Liabilities | 
Current liabilities 
Short-term bank loans ygg 329 
Bonds payable, current portion (f) 104'400 
Accounts payable and notes payable 41 '043 
Accruals and other liabilities 197 506 
I 
Total current liabilities 05 27q 
Long-term bank loans, net of short-term portion (e) 1,180,090 
Bonds payable, net of current portion (f) 199 600 
Total non-current liabilities 1 379 690 
Total liabilities 2,430,968 
h 
I 
Net assets (g) 157,198 
I • I i 
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Knw mnicri. i ls ‘ 6 0 . 6 2 4 . 
Work-in-process 58.088 
Finished goods 14,034 
9,058 
Less: Provision for inventory obsolescence 141.804 
(4.225) 
. 1 3 7 . 5 7 9 
(b) Investments in unconsol idated subsidiaries and contractual Joint ventures 
es — in unconsCdated subsidiaries a n . c o n . a c . a , 
Subsidiaries : Y ar f Equity Interest 
A c t m t y Establishment Percentage Amount 
(Rmb million) 
(') Hua Nan Hotel u ^ f ^ t r \ . - ^ 
Hotel Ownership 1987 100% 19 00 
and Management 
(ii) Shanghai Chloro-Alka l i Sale of Chemical 1990 n 7 -
Complex Sale and Products 0.7:> 
Procurement 
Joint Venture 
Contractual Joint n •• , Capital . 
Ventures Durat ion of Venture contr ibuted by 
u r " P rmapaf Act .v . ty Joint Venture Capital sCAC 
I mill ion) (million) 
' ' p i T s t i c C o ' ^ d c t ; ; reo f 7th Apr i l . , 989 US$5 US$0.5 
^^lashc Co. Ltd. Blinds and to 7th April. 2019 
Curtains 
(n) Shanghai Electro- Manufacture of 4th December. 1987 Rmb 3 Rmb 1 15. 
chem.cal-L.n Hai Chemical Products to 4th December. 2002 
joint managing 
plant 
• SCAC has contr ibuted Rmb 0.3 mi l l ion and the balance is to be made up by prov.'s.on of 
technical services. 
The durations of the above joint ventures are extendable by agreement of .he veniurers. subject 
to the approvnl ot the relewmt government authorities. 
<c) O lher long- term investments 
0«l)cr iong-tcrni invcsimcnts represent invesin)eni> in Kovemnicnt L>onds. These bonds bear 
interest r.ingm} i rom 0 per ccni. to 15 per cct i l . . 
_ - ^ 
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(d) Fixed ass~ts 
Fixed assets comprised: 
Cost 
Buildings 
Plant Clnd machinery 
I' 




Plant and machinery 
Furniture, fixtures and oiiice equipment 
Total accumulated depreciation 








6, t 1 t 
175,812 
1,381,227 
All land in the PRC is state-owned and no individual land ownership right exists. The tOlal land 
area of SCAC which is assessable for land use tax is approximately 816,000 square metres on which 
the Company paid an annual land use tax of about Rmb 1 per square metre per annum as a State-
owned enterprise. Upon conversion to a joint stock limited company through the issuance of B Shares, 
SCAC is in theory subject to a land use fee payable by a joint stock limited company. Such fees are 
generally higher than land use tax. However, SCAC will continue to pay land use tax at the same rate 
on the land which it presently occupies after obtaining the joint stock limited company status, until 
further notice from the Shanghai Tax Bureau. 
Also, SCAC is obligated to hand-over certain public facilities (mainly an electricity substation, a 
railway line and certain roads) which it constructed for the PRC Government after the latter has 
certified the completion of the New system. As at December 31, 1991. the value of such public 
facilities recorded in the statutory accounts of SCAC amounted to Rmb 185 million. In the accompanying 
statements of net assets, such public facilities were excluped irom construction-in-progress and thus, 
reducing net assets of SCAC by the same amount. ' 
(e) Bank loans 
As at 31st December, 1991. short-term and long-term bank loans of Rmb 456 million and Rmb 
838 million respectively were guaranteed by the Shanghai Chemical Industry Bureau. SCAC also 
provided guarantees to third parties in the amount of appro~imately Rmb 200 million as at 31 st 
December. 1991. ' 
All the bank loans bear interest at market rates. As at 31 st December. 1991, details of total bank 
loans were as follows: 
Bank loans repayable within iive YCJrS 







As at 31 SI December. 1 YY 1, S(AC h.HI ()uISI.lndin~ honds payable .lmounting 10 ROll> 304 
million. These honds h<!Jr inlerest at r.l1l'~ r.ln~ing irom .1pproxifllJtcly 11 per cenl. to 14.9 per cent. 
(g) Appropriation of profit 
The p~C laws .. ,,)(1 regul.ltions reqlliH: cllt(.'q)(ises 10 providc ior cert.lin St.ltutOfY reserves including 
;Ill .lppropri&ltion irom net proiil .'liter t.1X.ltioll .'l\ reported ill the stJtutory accounlS. for state-owned 














A D I X I F i N A N C I A L S ^ ^ ? ! ^ ^ a 
• \: :: X'^*. 
Al l slalutory reserves are for specific purposes including, among others, enterprise exoan.ir. 
of fixed assets, staff welfare and bonus ,o p b y e « . 
^ o ^ ^ c ^ t "Penses direcl ly .o profh before tax. t ion and ,hrouRh nnnual app o p T S i ^ 
on^nc l prof, after taxation. The levels of approprin.Fon . r e Roverned by r e s ^ n o n s as S a S h 
.he M.n.stry o fF innnce of the PRC. SCAC Is required .o ref lecf these reserves .”^ ,^ ; ^  ^!!^' 
•icc-minls. Such reserves c .nno , be used for purposes o.hcr . h .n ,hosc for w h i d i L y U ^ ^ ^ ^ 
»n the S(.tenK.nts of results of operations set out in Seclion 4 .bove, he reserve desiRoated 
ZHZTa welfare and bonus .o emplovees has been charged .o profit before 
4 (. . A s.gn.f.can, p o r „ o n of .he staff welfare and bonus …serve hns been util ised ,o construct 
St.," quarters Jo pay bonuses to employees. Al ,hough SCAC does no, have legal , i, lc to hese 
u?der PRC laws ond .hey are no, recorded in .he accounts, i, has .he exclusive u : 
these quarters for the purpose of housing its employees. 
(h) Contingent l iabi l i t ies and commitments 
As at 31st December. 1991, SCAC had capital commiiments for the construction of f ixed assets 
and other related facil it ies and installations amounl ing lo approximately Rmb 97 mi l l ion. 
» «> 
“ Breakdown of net assets by System 
Condensed statements of net assets of the O l d system and the New system as at 31 st December 
1991 are as fol lows: ‘ 
O l d New Total 
Rmb '000 Rmb '000 Rmb '000 
^ash 8.845 168.829 177.674 
Receivables, net 50,001 91,707 141708 
Inventories, net 41,432 96,147 137 579 
Fixed assets, net 60,567 1,320.660 1.381.227 
Construction-in-progress 60,088 472.521 532.609 
O ers 41,093 176,276 217:369 
Total assets 262.026 2,326,140 2,588.166 
Short-term bank loans 98,860 609,469 708.329 
Bonds payable, current port ion _ 104,400 104,400 
Other payables 25.704 212:845 238.549 
Long-term bank loans, net of short-term port ion 36,800 1,143,290 1,180,090 
Bonds payable, net of current port ion 199,600 199,600 
Total l iabil i t ies 161,364 2,269.604 2,430,968 
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6. Impact of IAS and other adiustments of profits l^ efore taxation and net assets m 
Profit before laxation Met assets 
No! audited by , 
Arthur Andersen & Co. Year 
Vcar ended ended 31st As at 31st 
31st December, December, December, 
1989 1990 199 199/ 
RmbWO RmbWO Rmb'OOO Rmb'OOO 
As reported in management 
accounts of SCAC 48,941 41,547 69,727 496 215 
IAS and other adjustments, (Section 2) ‘ 
-adjustment to depreciation ‘ 
(See Note below) 2.580 3,414 (71.746) (65,752) 
-adjustment to interest 
e:se (See Note below) - - (100,364, (100,364) 
-refund of product sales tax 67 376 _ 
, -repayment of loan principal and ‘ 
interest erroneously charged to 
the profit and loss account 
and credited to reserves 7.723 - 58,955 ‘ 6,878 
-adjustment to provision for staff ‘ 
welfare charged to 
profit appropriation (8,581) (15.089) (17,403) (7,348) 
- hand-over of public facilities ‘ 
to the Government (Note 5(c)) - _ _ (185 093) 
-others (3,456) 19.842 (3,254) 12,662 
As restated for SCAC 
(Sections 4&5) 47,207 49,714 3,291 157,198 
The adjustments to depreciation and interest expense tor the year ended 31st 
December, 1991 were primarily due to the difference in the methods of depreciation for 
fixed assets in the New system. In accordance with State-owned enterprise accounting 
regulations, construction-in-progress will only be transferred to fixed assets upon certification | 
of completion by the government authorities. SCAC expects to obtain such certification in | 
1993. Prior to that certification, no depreciation is provided and, interest arising from the !: 
debts used to finance the construction is capitalised. However, in accordance with AS, j 
capitalisation of interest should be discontinued and depreciation should be charged when j 
commercial production starts. In 1991, three of the plants in the New system commenced .… ‘ 
commercial production and thus, adjustments were raised to properly account lor 
deprecialion and interest charges. The aggregate impact of these adjustments is to reduce • 
profit before taxation as reported in the statutory accounts of SCAC tor the year ended 31st ‘ 
December, 1991 and the nel assets as at that date by approximately Rmb 172 million and 
Rmb 166 million respectively. 
57 
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7. Company reorganisation ‘ ' 
. . 1 1 2 
On 1st May, 1992, the Shanghai Municipal Economic Commission approved the 
reorganisation of SCAC into n company limited by shares in (he name of Shanghai Chlor-
Alkali Chemical Co., Ltd. (the "New Company") with 'a registered capital of Rmb ' 
831,810.000 divided into 83,181,000 shares at par value of Rmb 10 each. 
part of the reorganisation, the net assets of SCAC as at 31st March, 1992 of 
approximately Rmb 505,380,000 (per statutory accounts) were approved to be converted 
'•• into 50.538,000 shares at par value of Rmb 10 each. 
On 29th May, 1992, the People's Bank of China, Shanghai Branch approved the 
issuance of 59,181,000 shares at par value of Rmb 10 each in the New Company, with 
50,538,000 shares to be issued to Shanghai Bureau of State-owned Assets Administration 
and 8,643,000 shares ("A Shares") to be offered to the public in the PRC and employees of 
SCAC. 
The New Company has also applied to issue 24 million B Shares which will be 
offered to overseas investors. These shares wi l l rank pari passu with the A Shares to be 
issued. Dividends on B Shares wi l l be denominated in Renminbi but payable in foreign 
currency, which can be repatriated out of the PRC after payment of tax due. 
In connection with the issuance of B Shares, the New Company will change its 
status from a state-owned enterprise to a joint stock limited company effective from the 
date of registration with the Shanghai Administrative Bureau for Industry and Commerce. 
As a result of these changes, the New Company wil l then follow in its accounting records 
and statutory financial statements the accounting principles and relevant financial and 
taxation regulations of the PRC applicable to joint venture enterprises (Note 4(b)). 
SUBSEQUENT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
No audited financial statements have been prepared by SCAC and no dividend or other 
distribution has been declared, made or paid by SCAC in respect of any period subsequent to 
31st December, 1991 and as at the date of this report. 
Very truly yours, 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. 
Certified Public Accountants 
Hong Kong 
5ft “ 
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STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS 
113 
prinUnl ^II 3 st March, 1992. being the latest practicable date prior to the 
mt n t of th.s nformat.on memorandum, the Company had outstanding bartk loans and bonds 
36 I j r m " " n ^^^ ^ ^ ^ • m " " n, respective^ Approxi . e R • ! 
1,368 m.lhon of the bank loans were guaranteed by the Shanghai Industry Chemical Bureau. 
As at 31st March, 1992, the Company'acted as a guarantor for various bank loans f 
amount ng to approximately Rmb 213 million, borrowed by Shanghai Coking & Chemical Plan ;j 
• 
no o — e aforesaic^ at the close of business on 31st March, 1992, the Company had 
no outstandmg mortgages, charges or debentures, loan capital, bank overdrafts, loans debt 
secunt es or other similar indebtedness, or any hire purchase co itments, Hnance eas 
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\ a p p e n d i x • 
The Directors forecast that, on the bases and assumptions set out below and in the 
absence of unforeseen circumstances, the profit after taxation but before unusual item for thpi i a 
year ending 31st December, 1992 wil l l)e approximately Rmb 172 million. 
• ‘ 
I 
The Directors also forecast an unusual loss of approximate…Rmb 41 million for the same 
year. The Directors therefore forecast thai the profit after taxation and unusual item for the year 
ending 31st December, 1992 wil l l)e approximately Rmb 131 million. 
BASES AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The management of SCAC have prepared the profit forecast of SCAC for the year ending 
31st December, 1992. The forecast has been prepared on the basis of accounting policies 
consistent in all material respects with International Accounting Standards, which are summarised 
in Section 2 of the accountants' report, based on the following assumptions: 
(i) there wi l l be no material change in the existing politics, laws, financial or economic 
policies in the People's Republic of China; 
(ii) there wil l be no material adverse impact on the production of SCAC due to significant 
shortage of raw materials or material changes in the prices of raw materials; 
(m) there wil l be no material adverse,impact on the production of SCAC due to significant 
production technical problems or equipment breakdowns; 
(iv) there wil l be no material change in interest rates or exchange rates from those 
currently prevailing; 
(V) there wil l be no unforeseen events beyond the control of SCAC; and 
(vi) in connection with the issuance of B Shares in 1992. SCAC wil l change its status 
from a State-owned enterprise to a joint stock limited company enterprise. Accordingly, 
with the change in status, the income tax rate for the Company wil l be changed from 
a committed fixed amount to 27 per cent, of net income. The New System wil l be 
exempted from income tax in 1992. The above wil l apply retroactively from 1st 
January, 1992. Furthermore, SCAC wil l not be subject to ETBR contributions nor any 
submissions of surplus profits to the Government other than the distribution of 
dividends. 
‘ 
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A r t h u r 2 5 h F l o o r 
A n d e r s e n , " c e n t r e | 
ARTHURandeks :N&ease ‘ 111 Connaught Road 
” Central :| 
- Hong Kong i 
‘*i 
28th June, 1992 
The Directors | 
Shanghai Chlor-Alkali Chemical Co., Ltd. | 
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I 
We have reviewed the accounting policies and calculations adopted in arriving at the ' I 
^ec _ i o before unusual - of Shanghai Chlo.A^rS^.S !! 
i ' J i V r year end.ng 31st December, 1992 for which the Directors of SCAC ; 
J u l 1 9 9 2 . " " " ' “ out in Appendix II to the information memorandum dated 28th ! 
:i I 
.«• j 
SCAC started the construction of six new plants in 1987, which comprise the New system |' I 
r = ’ Nev^  System represent approximately 90 per cent, of the total assets of I 
SCAC. Before 1991, these plants were all in the construction and pre-production stage. In 1991 ! j 
t^ree of the plants operated at between 50 per cent, to 53 per cent, of their full capacity while !. 
) three were still in their pre-production stage. In 1992, SCAC management forecasted jf 
tf^at the St three plants wi l l operate at around 65 per cent, to 80 per cent, capacity and another I ‘ 
vv.II start to operate at around 80 per cent, capacity in the second half of the year. Because ' 
these plants have newly started commercial production. SCAC is subject to a number of risks 
s,m ar t those of other companies in the same stage ot operations in the chemical Industry 
Pnnapa among these, are the ability to source adequate supply of ethylene, a key raw material i ! 
to meet .ts production plans and the ability to timely address technical problems encountered 
during the production process. 
We report that, the profit forecast, so far as the accounting policies and calculations are 
concerned, has been properly compiled on the basis of the assumptions made by management I 
as set out in Appendix II to the information memorandum dated 28(li June, 1992, and is 
presented on a basis consistent wi ih Internalional Accounting Standards. ‘ “ | 
“ I 
1 
Very truly yours, 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO. 
Certified Public AccounUinls 
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…H . 1 1 6 , 
N M R()TH.SC:.1:(]]J) ei^  .S()N\S 
l f ) lh Floor 
. . , , Alowindro House 
Central 
Hong Kong 
28th June, 1992 
The Directors 
Shanghai Chlor-Alkali Chemical Co., Ltd. 




C h l o r A L T r V ' of the profit after taxation but before unusual item of Shanghai 
Ch or-Alkal, Chemical Co., Ltd. ("Company") for the year ending 31st December, 1992 as set 
out in the information memorandum dated 28th June, 1992. 
We have discussed with you the bases and assumptions upon which the profit forecast has 
en made We have also considered the letter dated 28th June, 1992 addressed to you from 
Arthur Andersen & Co. regarding the accounting policies and calculations upon which the 
Torecast has been made. 
‘ n the basis of assumptions made by you and on the bases of the accounting policies and 
calcula; ons reviewed by Arthur Andersen & Co., we have formed the opinion that the forecast 
profit after taxation but before unusual item of the Company for the year ending 31st December 
‘ ( f o r which you are solely responsible) has been made after due and careful inquiry. 
Yours truly, 
for and on behalf of 
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- PROPOSED ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF SHANGHAI 
CHLOR-ALl9\lf.CHEMICAL CO'., LTD. 
I 
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
I' 1 
Article 1. Shanghai Chlor-Alkali Chemical Co., Ltd. (the "CompanyH) is a ;oint stock enterprise 
that has been approved by the relevant deparlnlent of the ShcJnghai MunicipcJl People's 
Governnlent and registered according to law. It has obtained a business licence and 
abides by all governrnent laws, regulations 'and policies concerning joint stock limited 
conlpanies and Chinese-foreign e8uity joint ventures. The Company was restructur~d 
from the former state-owned Shanghai Chlor-Alkali COf)lplex and has the status of a 
legal person. 
Article 2. The shares of the Company shall be ;ornled by subscriptions fronl Chinese and 
foreign investors. All Shareholders shall bear linlited liability to the Company with 
the shares subscribed for by them. · The Company shall be liable for its debts with all 
of its assts. 
Article 3. The legal address of the Company shall be 4747 Long\vu Road, Shanghai, China, 
postal code 200241. 
Article 4. The authority in charge of the Company is the Shanghai Chemical Industry Bureau. 
CHAPTER 2. PURPOSE 'AND SCOPE OF BUSINESS 
Article 5. , The purpose of the Company shall be to develop vigorously a series of chemical 
products such as caustic soda, chlorine, organic fluorine, polyvinyl chloride, ete. by 
using advanced chemical technology and making rational use of its funds, labour 
and materials, in order to develop the chemical industry and international trade and 
increase the Company's economic benefits, so as to enable all Shareholders to 
:, obtain satisfactory economic gains and to make contributions to the state. 
Article 6. The Company's scope of business shall be as set forth below:- ' .. ; . ' 
1 r , I : 
Main lines: a series of chemical raw materials such as caustic soda, chlorine, fluorine 
and polyvinyl chloride, etc., and products processed therefronl. 
Sidelines: nlachinery and equipnlent for use in the chenlical industry, chemicals 
used in production, raw and auxiliary materials, packaging nlaterials, finance and 
trade, real property, developnlent of science and technology, import and export of 
technology, comnlercial tourisnl, designing, construction and transportation of goods. 
The scope of the above nlain lines and sidelines includes O\\ln inlports and exports, 
undertaking the production of Chinese-foreign equity and cooperative joint ventures, 
and the processing oi supplied n1aterials, assen1bly oi supplied parts, nlanufacture 
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